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Abstract

Sulfur is important to planetary habitability, but the early sulfur cycle is poorly understood. In particular, S[IV] species

(HSO3
-, SO3

2-), derived from volcanogenic SO2, are critically invoked in recent proposals for origins-of-life chemistry and also

influence atmospheric sulfur haze formation, but their abundance in early natural waters is unclear. Here, we combine new

laboratory constraints on the kinetics of S[IV] disproportionation with a novel aqueous photochemistry model to estimate the

concentrations of S[IV] in natural waters on prebiotic Earth. We show that S[IV] disproportionation is slow in pH[?]7 waters,

with timescale T[?]1 year at room temperature, meaning that S[IV] was present in prebiotic natural waters. However, we also

show that photolysis of S[IV] limits [S[IV]]< 100 μM in global-mean steady state. Marine S[IV] was sub-saturation with respect

to atmospheric SO2, meaning that climate-altering, UV-attenuating sulfur hazes did not persist on prebiotic Earth. [S[IV]]

was much lower in natural waters compared to the concentrations generally invoked in laboratory simulations of origins-of-life

chemistry ([?]10 mM), meaning further work is needed to confirm whether S[IV]-dependent prebiotic chemistries discovered

in the lab could have realistically functioned in nature. [S[IV]][?]1 μM in terrestrial waters for: (1) SO2 outgassing [?]20×
modern, (2) pond depths <10 cm, or (3) UV-attenuating agents present in early waters or the prebiotic atmosphere. Our work

illustrates the synergy between planetary science, geochemistry and synthetic organic chemistry experiments in understanding

the emergence and maintenance of life on early Earth.
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Key Points:23

• We use new experiments and modeling to constrain S[IV] (sulfite) concentrations24

in marine and terrestrial waters on prebiotic Earth.25

• We show that S[IV] was a prebiotic reagent, but its concentration were limited to26

< 100 µM by photolysis in early natural waters.27

• Our work shows the need to characterize the sensitivity of proposed chemical path-28

ways for the origin of life to S[IV] abundance.29
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Abstract30

Sulfur is important to planetary habitability, but the early sulfur cycle is poorly under-31

stood. In particular, S[IV] species (HSO�
3 , SO

2�
3 ), derived from volcanogenic SO2, are32

critically invoked in recent proposals for origins-of-life chemistry and also influence at-33

mospheric sulfur haze formation, but their abundance in early natural waters is unclear.34

Here, we combine new laboratory constraints on the kinetics of S[IV] disproportionation35

with a novel aqueous photochemistry model to estimate the concentrations of S[IV] in36

natural waters on prebiotic Earth. We show that S[IV] disproportionation is slow in pH�37

7 waters, with timescale T� 1 year at room temperature, meaning that S[IV] was present38

in prebiotic natural waters. However, we also show that photolysis of S[IV] limits [S[IV]]<39

100 µM in global-mean steady state. Marine S[IV] was sub-saturation with respect to40

atmospheric SO2, meaning that climate-altering, UV-attenuating sulfur hazes did not41

persist on prebiotic Earth. [S[IV]] was much lower in natural waters compared to the con-42

centrations generally invoked in laboratory simulations of origins-of-life chemistry (� 1043

mM), meaning further work is needed to confirm whether S[IV]-dependent prebiotic chemistries44

discovered in the lab could have realistically functioned in nature. [S[IV]]� 1 µM in ter-45

restrial waters for: (1) SO2 outgassing � 20⇥ modern, (2) pond depths < 10 cm, or46

(3) UV-attenuating agents present in early waters or the prebiotic atmosphere. Our work47

illustrates the synergy between planetary science, geochemistry and synthetic organic48

chemistry experiments in understanding the emergence and maintenance of life on early49

Earth.50

Plain Language Summary51

Sulfur cycling on early Earth is not well understood because its chemical reactions52

in water in the absence of biology are poorly constrained. Here, we build a new model53

to estimate the concentrations of a key family of sulfur molecules, S[IV] (“sulfite”), in54

oceans and ponds on early Earth. We build on past work by using new measurements55

of S[IV] reactions to calibrate our model and by including the e↵ects of UV light. We56

show that S[IV] was present on early Earth, but that UV light limited its concentrations57

to < 100 µM. This finding has significant implications for e↵orts to understand the ori-58

gin and maintenance of early life. It means that sulfur hazes did not persist on early Earth,59

confirming a generally UV-rich surface environment for nascent life. It means that nat-60

ural environments featured much lower S[IV] concentrations than generally considered61

in laboratory simulations of origin-of-life chemistry, illustrating the need to confirm whether62

proposed S[IV]-dependent chemical pathways can function at the lower S[IV] concentra-63

tions characteristic of realistic early Earth environments. Our work illustrates the crit-64

ical role planetary science and geochemistry play in guiding and testing chemical the-65

ories of the origin and endurance of life.66

1 Introduction67

The abundance and speciation of sulfur in natural waters on early Earth is a key68

question in origin-of-life studies. Sulfur is one of the main elemental components of mod-69

ern biomolecules, and sulfur-bearing molecules are critically invoked in diverse propos-70

als for origin-of-life chemistry (Wachtershauser, 1990; G Trainer, 2013; Patel et al., 2015;71

Bonfio et al., 2017; Goldford et al., 2019; Li et al., 2020). Further, aqueous sulfur influ-72

ence planetary habitability through regulation of atmospheric sulfur (Kasting et al., 1989;73

Halevy et al., 2007; Tian et al., 2010; Halevy & Head, 2014). However, direct geologi-74

cal constraints on the composition of terrestrial prebiotic natural waters are limited due75

to tectonic and hydrologic processing of the rock record (Mojzsis, 2007). In the absence76

of direct constraints from the rock record, understanding of sulfur speciation on early77

Earth is guided by theoretical modeling studies (Halevy, 2013).78
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Among the sulfur species, S[IV] species (SO2�
3 , HSO�

3 , SO2; “sulfite”1) have recently79

emerged as being of particular importance to planetary habitability. S[IV] species are80

ultimately derived from the dissolution of volcanogenic SO2 into liquid water, and are81

tightly linked by rapid acid/base equilibria (Kasting et al., 1989). S[IV] is important be-82

cause of the key roles it has recently been demonstrated to play in synthetic organic chem-83

istry experiments simulating potential prebiotic chemistry scenarios (J. Xu et al., 2018;84

Kawai et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2021), and in particular prebiotic ribonucleotide synthe-85

sis, a basic requirement for the RNA world model for the origin of life (Becker et al., 2019;86

J. Xu et al., 2020; Rimmer et al., 2021; Benner et al., 2019). S[IV] is also important be-87

cause of the controlling role it plays in planetary sulfur cycling, and thereby on plane-88

tary climate and UV irradiation levels (Kasting et al., 1989; Tian et al., 2010; Hu et al.,89

2013; Halevy & Head, 2014).90

Determining the concentration of S[IV] ([S[IV]]), in natural waters on prebiotic Earth91

is key to assessing the plausibility of S[IV]-dependent prebiotic chemistries and guiding92

the development of theories of the origin of life in general. On modern Earth, S[IV] is93

e�ciently oxidized to sulfate by ambient O2, and its concentrations are negligible in nat-94

ural waters (Hegg & Hobbs, 1978; Loftus et al., 2019). However, in the anoxic atmosphere95

of early Earth, direct oxidation of S[IV] would have been inhibited, raising the possibil-96

ity of longer lifetimes and appreciable inventories of S[IV] in some natural waters (Kasting97

et al., 1989; Ranjan et al., 2018).98

The main uncertainty on [S[IV]] in prebiotic natural waters are the kinetics of its99

loss. Particularly highlighted in the literature is uncertainty regarding the rate of dis-100

proportionation of S[IV], which is proposed as the main loss mechanism (Kasting et al.,101

1989; Halevy, 2013). Literature estimates of the timescale of this process span > 2 or-102

ders of magnitude (Meyer et al., 1979; Guekezian et al., 1997). In addition, there are other103

loss mechanisms for S[IV] that are relevant to prebiotic conditions that have not been104

considered in estimating prebiotic S[IV] concentrations, such as photolysis (Fischer &105

Warneck, 1996). Finally, past modeling of S[IV] in natural waters has focused on ma-106

rine waters, neglecting the diverse terrestrial waters that are invoked in numerous pre-107

biotic chemistries.108

In this work, we remediate these shortcomings. We conduct long-term experiments109

on S[IV] stability, constraining the kinetics of its disproportionation at room tempera-110

ture. We incorporate these constraints into a simple box model, together with other loss111

processes like photolysis which were not previously considered for environmental S[IV].112

We apply our box model to both marine and terrestrial waters, consider the prospects113

for the accumulation of S[IV], and explore the implications for proposed prebiotic chem-114

istry and planetary habitability. Our analysis constitutes a significant advance over past115

studies because (1) we measure and leverage new chemical kinetic constraints in our model,116

(2) we include previously-unconsidered but important loss processes for S[IV], and (3)117

we consider both marine and terrestrial waters.118

While we focus on the implications of our work for prebiotic chemistry on Earth,119

our work has broad applications for planetary habitability and sulfur cycling on rocky120

planets in general. In particular, it has been long debated whether the oceans on early121

Earth, Mars, and analogous exoplanets saturate in S[IV] with respect to the atmosphere,122

in which case SO2 can accumulate in the planetary atmosphere with potential implica-123

tions for planetary climate and exoplanet observables, or whether S[IV] remains sub-saturation,124

in which case atmospheric deposition e�ciently scrubs SO2 from the atmosphere (Kasting125

et al., 1989; Halevy et al., 2007; Tian et al., 2010; Hu et al., 2013; Loftus et al., 2019).126

We address this question as well.127

1 While sulfite formally refers only to SO2�
3 , it is often used as a collective shorthand for all S[IV]

species (Halevy, 2013)
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2 Background128

2.1 Relevance of S[IV] to Prebiotic Chemistry and Planetary Habitabil-129

ity130

S[IV] plays diverse and critical roles in synthetic organic chemical pathways for the131

emergence of biomolecules, and especially ribonucleotides, the monomers of RNA and132

a requirement for abiogenesis in the RNA world hypothesis (Higgs & Lehman, 2015). S[IV]133

can stabilize and concentrate simple sugars, providing the carbohydrate backbone for134

ribonucleotides (Pitsch et al., 2000; Kawai et al., 2019; Benner et al., 2019). Under ir-135

radiation, S[IV] releases solvated electrons, which enable high-yield syntheses of organ-136

ics from CO2 (Liu et al., 2021) as well as HCN photohomologation towards the synthe-137

sis of nucleotides, ribonucleotides and other biomolecules (J. Xu et al., 2018, 2020). Per-138

haps most dramatically, S[IV] underlies the only currently known pathway for the non-139

enzymatic synthesis of all four canonical ribonucleotides, a decades-old goal of synthetic140

prebiotic chemistry (Becker et al., 2019; Hud & Fialho, 2019).141

S[IV] also plays an important role in planetary habitability, through regulation of142

atmospheric SO2. If oceanic S[IV] is sub-saturation with respect to the atmosphere, then143

SO2 e�ciently deposits into the ocean by both wet and dry deposition, and atmospheric144

SO2 concentrations are low (Kasting et al., 1989; Hu et al., 2013). However, if S[IV] can145

ever saturate the planet surface, then the depositional sink of atmospheric SO2 is sup-146

pressed, and SO2 can accumulate in the atmosphere with significant implications for plan-147

etary habitability. Kasting et al. (1989) showed that if early Earth featured elevated tem-148

peratures and a S[IV]-saturated surface, then an S8 haze would have formed, blocking149

UV light from reaching the planetary surface. Elevated atmospheric SO2 would also in-150

fluence planetary climate, but it is uncertain exactly how. While elevated SO2 would power151

an enhanced greenhouse e↵ect, this SO2 would also generate photochemical hazes, and152

it remains debated whether enhanced SO2 would in the end be net cooling or net heat-153

ing (Tian et al., 2010; Halevy & Head, 2014).154

2.2 Previous Modeling of S[IV] in Natural Waters155

Past consideration of S[IV] in natural waters on anoxic early Earth and similar plan-156

ets has focused on marine waters. Walker and Brimblecombe (1985) muse on thermo-157

dynamic grounds that the eventual fate of S[IV] would have been oxidization to sulfate,158

but do not attempt estimates of its concentrations. Kasting et al. (1989) explore the pos-159

sibility of an early ocean saturated in S[IV] ([S[IV]]= 1.5 mM), and show that this con-160

dition might enable a UV-blocking S8 haze layer on early Earth. Later works extend this161

possibility to early Mars, exploring implications of a S[IV]-saturated ocean on planetary162

climate (Halevy et al., 2007; Tian et al., 2010). These works justify S[IV]-saturated oceans163

by the expected suppression of S[IV] disproportionation based on reaction stoichiome-164

try. On the other hand, Loftus et al. (2019) assume sub-saturation oceanic S[IV] for anoxic165

Earth-like planets, and Halevy (2013) calculate sub-nanomolar marine [S[IV]] for early166

Earth, based on the finding of Guekezian et al. (1997) of e�cient room-temperature dis-167

proportionation of S[IV]. Assumptions regarding S[IV] disproportionation kinetics con-168

trol the di↵erent [S[IV]] in these works.169

Consideration of S[IV] in terrestrial waters (e.g. lakes, ponds) is more limited. Re-170

cent phylogenetic evidence for ancient, exclusively sulfite-reducing metabolism opera-171

tive in volcanic hot springs is consistent with the existence of sulfite-rich waters in vol-172

canic environments on early Earth, but does not constrain the presence of S[IV] in non-173

volcanic environments (Colman et al., 2020; Chernyh et al., 2020). Ranjan et al. (2018)174

find that shallow terrestrial waters on early Earth should sustain � 1 µM S[IV] concen-175

trations, derived from dissolution of volcanogenic SO2. However, their calculations fol-176

lowed previous literature in considering only thermal loss processes for S[IV], and neglected177

loss of S[IV] by photolysis. In this work, we remediate this omission.178
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2.3 Kinetics of S[IV] Disproportionation179

S[IV] disproportionation is considered as the main control on S[IV] accumulation
in natural waters on anoxic early Earth and similar planets in the literature, and uncer-
tainties in its kinetics are identified as the main driver of uncertainty in model estimates
of [S[IV]] (Kasting et al., 1989; Halevy et al., 2007; Halevy, 2013; Ranjan et al., 2018;
Loftus et al., 2019). S[IV] disproportionates according to the reaction (Guekezian et al.,
1997):

4SO2�
3 + 2H+ ! 2SO2�

4 + S2O
2�
3 +H2O (1)

However, S2O
2�
3 is itself unstable and further disproportionates. The net reaction180

proposed for fully equilibrated conditions is (Meyer et al., 1982):181

3HSO�
3 ! 2SO2�

4 +
1

n
Sn +H+, (2 < pH < 7) (2)

3SO2�
3 +H2O ! 2SO2�

4 +
1

n
Sn + 2OH�, (7 < pH) (3)

The kinetics of S[IV] disproportionation are extremely poorly constrained. High-182

temperature studies find S[IV] disproportionation to be autocatalytic, with activation183

energies of EA = 89 kJ/mol (120 � 140�C, pH0 = 0.6 � 1, Ryabinina and Oshman184

(1972)) and EA = 69 kJ/mol (110�180�C, pH= 2�5, Rempel et al. (1974); T. Xu et185

al. (2007)) (Halevy et al., 2007; T. Xu et al., 2007). The nature and accuracy of the an-186

alytical techniques employed by Ryabinina and Oshman (1972) are not detailed, nor is187

it clear how rigorously O2 was excluded, making it challenging to assess the reliability188

of these measurements2. Furthermore, Halevy et al. (2007) caution against extrapolat-189

ing these measurements to cooler temperatures relevant to habitable worlds because en-190

tirely di↵erent reaction mechanisms may apply at lower temperatures, and indeed Meyer191

et al. (1982) report the reaction rate at 120�C to be higher than expected based on ex-192

trapolations from experiments conducted at 180�C.193

If S[IV] disproportionation is poorly constrained at high temperature, it is down-194

right contradictory at low temperatures (Table 2). Most literature studies report non-195

detections of S[IV] disproportionation at low temperatures, with lower limits on the room-196

temperature lifetime of anoxic S[IV] solutions ranging from > 4 months to � 5 years197

(Cohen et al., 1982; Meyer et al., 1979; Meyer et al., 1982; Petruševski et al., 2013; Halevy198

et al., 2007). On the other hand, Guekezian et al. (1997) reported disproportionation199

of room-temperature S[IV] on a timescale of 10 days. Guekezian et al. (1997) do not com-200

ment on their disagreement with prior work. A possible explanation is that Guekezian201

et al. (1997) worked at ultrabasic conditions (pH> 12.8); perhaps these conditions fa-202

cilitated S[IV] disproportionation. However, it is unclear whether high pH should facil-203

itate S[IV] disproportionation, since from Equations 1-3, we would expect high pH to204

inhibit S[IV] disproportionation3, since S[IV] disproportionation consumes H+.205

The stability of S[IV] in food storage applications (e.g., wine) is not relevant to early206

Earth. The stability of S[IV] in food storage is due to its stabilization by a range of or-207

ganic molecules including alcohols and formaldehyde (Karchmer, 1970; de Carvalho &208

Schwedt, 2000). It is not known whether such organic molecules could have abiotically209

2 We were unable to locate a copy of Rempel et al. (1974), and therefore are unable to critically assess

their findings. We rely on the summary of T. Xu et al. (2007) regarding the findings of Rempel et al.

(1974).
3 In a published but non-peer-reviewed annual report from Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory,

HSO�
3 is reported to be less stable than SO2�

3 , in accordance with stoichiometric expectation (Searcy,

1981).
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accumulated in natural waters to concentrations high enough to stabilize sulfite on pre-210

biotic Earth, and we therefore neglect this stabilization mechanism.211

We conclude that the literature is highly inconsistent (> 2 orders of magnitude)212

regarding lifetime of S[IV] to disproportionation at temperate conditions. This conclu-213

sion motivates experiments presented in this paper, which we have conducted to provide214

better constraints on S[IV] disproportionation rates and lifetimes under conditions rel-215

evant for the early Earth.216

2.4 S[IV] Photolysis217

While past work has focused on disproportionation (Kasting et al., 1989; Halevy218

et al., 2007; Halevy, 2013; Loftus et al., 2019), there are other loss mechanisms for aque-219

ous S[IV] relevant to anoxic terrestrial planets. In particular, SO2�
3 and HSO�

3 are ef-220

ficiently photolyzed by UV-C radiation, and such radiation was abundant on early Earth221

and Mars(Fischer & Warneck, 1996; Cockell, 2000a). UV photolysis was earlier demon-222

strated to limit the accumulation of abiotic NO�
X (nitrate, nitrite) in natural waters on223

early Earth and Mars (Ranjan et al., 2019; Adams et al., 2021). In this paper, we con-224

sider whether photolysis could have similarly limited the accumulation of S[IV] in nat-225

ural waters on early Earth.226

S[IV] photolysis is studied in the environmental science literature in the context
of wastewater treatment (Yang et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2021; Cao et al., 2021). The re-
action mechanism is (Fischer & Warneck, 1996):

SO2�
3 + h⌫ ! SO•�

3 + e�aq (4)

HSO�
3 + h⌫ ! SO•�

3 +H• (5)

SO2�
3 UV-VIS absorbance has been detected to wavelengths as long as 273 nm, but SO2�

3227

photolyzes most e�ciently at shorter wavelengths ( 256 nm). Similarly, HSO�
3 absorp-228

tion has been detected out to 320 nm, but this longwave absorption is weak and its pho-229

tolysis is most e�cient at  224 nm (Fischer & Warneck, 1996; Beyad et al., 2014). UV230

radiation at these wavelengths is absent on modern Earth’s surface due to atmospheric231

oxygen and ozone, but was abundant on early Earth and early Mars (Cockell et al., 2000;232

Cockell, 2002; Ranjan & Sasselov, 2017; Ranjan et al., 2017).233

3 Methods234

We calculate the steady-state concentration of S[IV] in aqueous systems on early
Earth’s surface by balancing the sources (Fsources,S[IV ]) and sinks (Fsinks,S[IV ]) of S[IV]
in a 0-D box model:

Fsources,S[IV ] = Fsinks,S[IV ] (6)

Such box models have been extensively used to estimate solute concentrations in aque-235

ous systems on early Earth and Mars (Kharecha et al., 2005; Halevy, 2013; Harman et236

al., 2013; Wong et al., 2017; Ranjan et al., 2019; Adams et al., 2021).237

We consider the atmosphere as the sole source of S[IV], via wet and dry deposi-
tion of SO2:

Fsources,S[IV ] = Fwet,S[IV ] + Fdry,S[IV ] (7)

We use atmospheric photochemical modeling to estimate Fdry,S[IV ] and Fwet,S[IV ] (Sec-238

tion 3.1). We neglect the possibility of aqueous-phase production of S[IV] due to pro-239

cesses like S0 photooxidation or polythionate disproportionation, which may be relevant240

in specific terrestrial waters like hot springs (Johnston & McAmish, 1973; Li et al., 2020).241
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We consider a range of loss processes for S[IV], including disproportionation, ox-
idation by O2, seepage into sediments and UV-driven photolysis:

Fsinks,S[IV ] = Fdisprop,S[IV ] + FO2,S[IV ] + Fseep,S[IV ] + Fh⌫,S[IV ] (8)

Reports of the kinetics of room-temperature S[IV] disproportionation are contradictory242

in the literature; we conduct experiments to rule between the literature possibilities (Sec-243

tion 3.2), and incorporate them in our modeling. In addition to thermal loss processes244

(Section 3.3), we also consider the novel sink of direct UV photolysis of S[IV] (Section 3.4).245

Combining Equations 6-8, we calculate the steady-state [S[IV]], by numerically solv-
ing:

Fwet,S[IV ] + Fdry,S[IV ] = Fdisprop,S[IV ] + FO2,S[IV ] + Fseep,S[IV ] + Fh⌫,S[IV ] (9)

for various terrestrial waters on prebiotic Earth, using parameters as detailed in Section 3.5.246

A schematic summary of our modeling approach is presented in Figure 1.247

Disproportionation: 4SO32- + 2H+ ➔ 2SO42- 
+ S2O32- + H2O

Photolysis: SO32- + hν + H2O ➔ SO42- + H2

Direct Oxidation: SO32- + 0.5O2 ➔ SO42-

Dry Deposition 
(SO2)

Wet Deposition 
(SO2, HSO3-, 

SO32-)

dbody

UV

0D S[IV] 
Aqueous 

Photochemistry 
Model

1D General Atmospheric Photochemistry Model

Outgassing 
(SO2)

Seepage (SO2, HSO3-, SO32-)

Figure 1. Schematic illustrating our model of S[IV] in natural waters on early Earth. Input

of S[IV] from the atmosphere (ultimately derived from volcanic outgassing) into an aqueous body

(dark blue box) via wet and dry deposition is balanced by loss of S[IV] in the aqueous body due

to photolysis, direct oxidation, disproportionation, and seepage. Specification of geochemical

parameters allows simulation of both marine and terrestrial waters using this modeling approach.

3.1 Atmospheric Supply of S[IV]248

We model the atmosphere of early Earth and its interaction with the surface to es-249

timate the supply of S[IV] to prebiotic natural waters (Fsources,S[IV ]).250
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3.1.1 Photochemical Model251

We use the MIT Exoplanet Atmospheric Chemistry model (MEAC) to calculate252

the atmospheric composition as a function of volcanic outgassing flux (Hu et al., 2012).253

MEAC solves the 1D continuity-transport equation to calculate the steady-state com-254

position of a planet’s atmosphere. Our version of MEAC incorporates new H2O cross-255

sections and correction of errors in CO2 cross-sections, Henry’s Law estimation, and re-256

action rates (Ranjan et al., 2020; Hu, 2021; Ranjan, Seager, et al., 2022). Importantly,257

MEAC has recently been intercompared with two other models (Harman et al., 2015;258

G. Arney et al., 2016) for the case of prebiotic Earth-like planets, and produces consis-259

tent results as measured by pCO and O2 false positives (Ranjan et al., 2020). MEAC260

encodes processes including wet and dry deposition, eddy di↵usion, molecular di↵usion261

and escape of H and H2, formation and deposition of S8 and H2SO4 aerosols, and pho-262

tolysis. Shortwave radiative transfer is calculated by the � two-stream approximation and263

includes gas absorption, Rayleigh scattering, and H2SO4 and S8 aerosol absorption and264

scattering. However, MEAC does not self-consistently calculate planetary climate, mean-265

ing adjustments to the temperature-pressure profile due to photochemical e↵ects (e.g.,266

haze formation) must be accounted for with separate calculations.267

3.1.2 Planetary Scenario268

We construct our planetary scenario by modifying the abiotic CO2-dominated bench-269

mark atmosphere of Hu et al. (2012). SI Tables S1-S2 present the details of our plan-270

etary scenario, and we discuss the most important aspects here.271

We assume bulk prebiotic atmospheric composition of 0.1 bar CO2 and 0.9 bar N2,272

which produces clement global-mean temperatures on 3.9 Ga Earth, consistent with zir-273

con evidence interpreted as evidence of global surface oceans in this epoch (Kaltenegger274

et al., 2007; Rugheimer & Kaltenegger, 2018). We construct our temperature-pressure275

profile by assuming dry adiabatic evolution in the troposphere from a 290K surface to276

an isothermal 180K stratosphere (Pierrehumbert, 2010), which approximates detailed277

models of the prebiotic atmosphere4 (Rugheimer & Kaltenegger, 2018). We assume an278

eddy di↵usion profile scaled from modern Earth by atmospheric mean molecular mass279

(Hu et al., 2012). We estimate the TOA irradiation from the 3.9 Ga Sun from Claire et280

al. (2012). We include 86 CHOSN species linked by 734 reactions, excluding the higher281

hydrocarbon chemistry relevant to organic haze formation (Ranjan, Seager, et al., 2022).282

This neglect is justified because at the very low CH4 emission rates prevalent on prebi-283

otic Earth, higher hydrocarbon formation is negligible (DeWitt et al., 2009; G. N. Ar-284

ney et al., 2017; Harman, Pavlov, et al., 2018). We include CO and NO fluxes of 3⇥108285

cm�2 s�1 at the base of the atmosphere to simulate the e↵ects of lightning (Harman, Fel-286

ton, et al., 2018; Hu & Diaz, 2019).287

We set volcanic outgassing fluxes by scaling modern Earth outgassing fluxes. The288

choice of these modern fluxes requires comment, especially the critical modern SO2 vol-289

canic outgassing flux (�SO2,0). E↵orts to directly measure �SO2,0 yield stimates of �SO2,0 =290

1⇥109 cm�2 s�1, mostly emitted non-eruptively at ground level (Halmer et al., 2002;291

Carn et al., 2017). However, these estimates are lower bounds, because they miss the tail292

of weak SO2 sources which are numerically abundant (Carn et al., 2017; Catling & Kast-293

ing, 2017). Catling and Kasting (2017) argue that �SO2,0 = 7 ⇥ 109 cm�2 s�1, based294

on scaling CO2 emission fluxes assuming equilibrium with modern magmas. We choose295

an intermediate value of �SO2,0 = 3 ⇥ 109 cm�2 s�1, which has been used as a repre-296

sentative ”Earth-like” value in the past (Hu et al., 2012). We take �H2S,0 = 3 ⇥ 108297

cm�2 s�1, based on the common assumption that
�H2S,0

�SO2,0
= 0.1 (Zahnle et al., 2006; Hu298

4 S. Rugheimer, personal communication, 10/17/2019.
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et al., 2012; Claire et al., 2014). We take �H2,0 = 5 ⇥ 109 cm�2 s�1 and �CO,0 = 4 ⇥299

108 cm�2 s�1 (Catling & Kasting, 2017). We assume CH4 emission of 3⇥108 cm�2 s�1
300

due to serpentinization (Hu et al., 2012; Guzmán-Marmolejo et al., 2013). Serpentiniza-301

tion on early Earth may have been less e�cient than on modern Earth (Tutolo et al.,302

2020); our calculations are robust to this uncertainty as CH4 has minimal photochem-303

ical influence on SO2.304

We scale modern earth volcanic emission fluxes by �
�0

to explore a broad range of305

volcanic outgassing levels. Volcanic outgassing rates on early Earth are highly uncertain306

(Catling & Kasting, 2017). A common assumption is for steady-state volcanic emission307

to have been enhanced up to an order of magnitude relative to the present day due to308

higher interior heat flux (Richter, 1985; Kasting et al., 1989; Sleep & Zahnle, 2001; Zahnle309

et al., 2006), but volcanic emission of sulfur species may also have been lower due to lower310

concentrations of recycled sulfur in melts due to low oceanic sulfate and sulfide (Harman,311

Pavlov, et al., 2018). Further, during major volcanic eruptions, volcanic outgassing may312

have been transiently enhanced by up to 2 orders of magnitude, though it is uncertain313

whether that SO2 was released primarily from fissures (i.e., at the surface) or from cones314

(i.e., into the upper atmosphere where it could be processed into aerosol instead of de-315

posited as S[IV]) (Self et al., 2006; Halevy & Head, 2014; Claire et al., 2014; Lamotte316

et al., 2021). We consequently consider a range of prebiotic volcanic gas emission rates317

relative to modern of �
�0

= 0.1 � 30, but caution that our reported pSO2 for �
�0

& 10318

represent an upper limit because of the uncertainty regarding release altitude.319

3.1.3 Dry Deposition of S[IV]320

S[IV] is transferred from the atmosphere to the surface via dry5 deposition of SO2321

(Kharecha et al., 2005). This process is the dominant removal mechanism for SO2 for322

a wide range of atmospheric compositions (Hu et al., 2013; Seinfeld & Pandis, 2016). We323

calculate dry deposition of SO2 via (Seinfeld & Pandis, 2016):324

Fdry,S[IV ] = vdep,SO2rSO2(z = 0)natm(z = 0) (10)

where vdep,SO2 is the dry deposition velocity of SO2, natm(z = 0) is the atmospheric325

number density at the surface, and rSO2(z = 0) is the volume mixing ratio of SO2 at326

the surface.327

3.1.4 Wet Deposition of S[IV]328

SO2 can be transferred from the atmosphere to the surface by precipitation (“wet
deposition”). This process is an important secondary removal mechanism for SO2 from
the modern atmosphere (Seinfeld & Pandis, 2016). We calculate atmospheric supply of
S[IV] to natural waters by wet deposition of SO2 according to the equaion:

Fwet,S[IV ] = �SO2,wet,model ⇥
P

Pmodel
(11)

where P is the precipitation rate (m year�1)), Pmodel is the global mean precipitation329

rate calculated by MEAC assuming a modern Earth-like rainout frequency, and �SO2,wet330

is the global mean wet deposition rate of SO2 calculated by MEAC (Giorgi & Chamei-331

des, 1985; Hu et al., 2012). For our temperature-pressure profile, Pmodel = 0.9 m year�1,332

comparable to the modern global-mean precipitation rate of 1 m year�1 (Giorgi & Chamei-333

des, 1985). P is a semi-free parameter, because terrestrial waters can integrate runo↵334

from a catchment area, which may be many times their surface area (Davies et al., 2008).335

5 This process is termed “dry” because it occurs without the mediation of rain.
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Table 1. S[IV] Samples Prepared for Disproportionation Study

[Na2SO3]a0 pH0
a �m Nsamp Start Solution Analytics UV-Vis Through

(mM) (nm) Date Date

100 7 260 4 10/05/21 8/20/22 8/8/22
100 13 260 4 10/05/21 8/20/22 8/8/22
100 Unadjusted 260 3b 10/05/21 8/20/22 8/8/22
10 Unadjusted 240 4 10/05/21 8/20/22 8/8/22

aAt study start.
b1 sample accidentally destroyed during study.

Because we are conducting steady-state modeling, we set P to balance losses due to evap-336

oration and seepage, according to the equation:337

P = S + E (12)

where E is the evaporation rate and S is the seepage rate (Section 3.3.2)338

3.2 Experimental Constraints on S[IV] Disproportionation Kinetics339

Literature estimates of the lifetime of aqueous anoxic S[IV] near standard temper-340

ature and pressure are contradictory and fall into two time ranges: ⇠ 10 days and &341

1�5 years (Section 2.3). We conducted experiments to discriminate between these two342

possibilities.343

We prepared solutions of sodium sulfite (Na2SO3) in anoxic conditions at varying344

concentration and pH (Table 1), and sealed them into airtight cuvettes for aging (Sec-345

tion 3.2.1). The reaction stoichiometry (Equations 1-3) means that S[IV] disproportion-346

ation may scale up to quartically with concentration (if the redox step is rate-limiting).347

Consequently, we chose a high baseline initial S[IV] concentration of 100 mM, to max-348

imize the rate of S[IV] disproportionation and facilitate analytics. We considered solu-349

tions with unadjusted pH, and pH adjusted to 7 and 13, to explore the e↵ect of pH. We350

also considered an unadjusted solution at a lower S[IV] concentration of 10 mM. We did351

not consider S[IV] concentrations higher than 100 mM to avoid formation of disulfite (Beyad352

et al., 2014). We experimented with S[IV] solutions at acidic pH and in complex solu-353

tions more representative of realistic prebiotic lakes, but our analytics failed for these354

cases and we are unable to report robust results (SI S2.2).355

After 10.5 months, we opened the cuvettes and quantified the remaining S[IV] in356

the aged solutions via electropotentiomentry (Section 3.2.2) and the amount of sulfate357

(S[VI]) in the aged solutions via gravimetry (Section 3.2.3). We separately character-358

ized both S[IV] and sulfate to cross-check our results for consistency (e.g. mass conser-359

vation). We also monitored the solutions with non-invasive UV-VIS spectroscopy, as ad-360

ditional corroboration (Section 3.2.5). Our results are described in Section 4.2, and raw361

data underlying both sets of measurements are presented in the SI.362

3.2.1 Solution Preparation and Storage363

All salts were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (USA) at the highest available pu-364

rity grade and used without further purification. All samples were dissolved anoxically365

in LC-MS grade freshwater (LiChrosolv, Millipore Sigma, USA). The water used to dis-366

solved the salts was degassed for 30 minutes inside of a glove box with O2 levels rang-367

ing from 30ppm to 200ppm.The pH was adjusted utilizing a 1 molar NaOH solution and368
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a 6 molar HCL solution. MQuant® pH-Indicator Strips were used to monitor the pH369

of the solution as it was being adjusted.370

The dissolved samples were kept in sealable spectrosil quartz cuvettes (1-Q-10-GL14-371

C, Starna Cell’s, USA) with a sample depth of 10 mm. The volume per cuvette was 4372

mL. The cuvettes were cleaned solely with LS-MS grade water; we did not clean with373

acetone as we discovered in preliminary experiments that absorptivity due to residual374

acetone contaminated UV-VIS measurements. All samples were kept at 23�C. All sam-375

ple cuvettes were kept in a covered box to minimize long-term exposure to light, inside376

a glovebox (7150000 Anaerobic Chamber, Type A, Coy Lab Products). One sample (100377

mM unadjusted pH, sample #1) was accidentally dropped and destroyed during the course378

of the study, and consequently we do not report results for it. Another sample (10 mM379

unadjusted, sample #2) showed pH much smaller than the other samples in its exper-380

imental condition at the conclusion of the study, which we interpret as evidence of ex-381

perimental error; we therefore do not report results for this sample, though we discuss382

it in SI 2.3.3 for completeness.383

3.2.2 S[IV] electropotentiometry384

We measured [S[IV]] via electropotentiometry, which directly measures ion concen-385

trations by measuring the electrical potential across an ion-selective membrane (Sohail386

& De Marco, 2013). We fabricated a bisulfite-potentiometric Ion-Selective Electrode (ISE)387

(Kuratli & Pretsch, 1994). We calibrated the sensor in a neutral and alkaline background388

solution of NaOH/H2O to match the pH of each sample. We have used these calibra-389

tion curves of the ISE to convert the measured emf (electromotive force) values to the390

concentrations of S[IV] in the measured samples (SI Supplemental Data).391

3.2.2.1 Materials Tridodecylmethylammonium chloride (TDMACl), bis(ethylhexyl)392

sebacate (DOS), high molecular-weight poly(vinylchloride) (PVC), tetrahydrofuran (THF,393

inhibitor-free, for HPLC), hydrogen sulfite ionophore (Octadecyl 4-formylbenzoate), ni-394

trophenyloctyl ether(NPOE, Selectophore grade) monohydrogen potassium phosphate,395

potassium chloride, sodium chloride, sodium hydroxide, sodium sulphate, barium chlo-396

ride, sodium thiosulfate, potassium bicarbonate, barium chloride, and sodium phosphate397

were purchased from SigmaAldrich.398

3.2.2.2 Measurements and Equipment We measured the response of the sensors399

using a 16-channel potentiometer (Lawson Labs) at room temperature against a free-400

flow double-junction AgCl/Ag reference electrode (with a movable glass sleeve junction,401

1.0 M lithium acetate bridge electrolyte) purchased from Mettler Toledo. We performed402

the calibrations of SO2�
3 through performing successive dilutions of a 20 mL sample. Each403

18 mL aliquot removed was replaced with the addition of 18 mL of sodium phosphate404

bu↵er (pH = 8.6), and the emf was measured for each dilution.405

3.2.2.3 Fabrication of Conventional Ion-Selective Electrodes The membrane is406

composed of 660 mg of PVC, 1320 mg of NPOE, and 10 mg of TDMACl. We dissolved407

these components in 8 mL of THF, stirred the mixture until a homogenous solution was408

achieved, poured the solution into a petri dish and left it covered overnight; this proce-409

dure allowed the THF to evaporate and formed the membrane that provided the ISE.410

Circular pieces of the membrane with a diameter of ⇠1.1 cm and thickness of ⇠1.2 mm411

were cut and placed onto PVC tubing, which was wet with THF (causing the membrane412

to be fused to the PVC tubing).413

3.2.2.4 Fabrication of bisulfite-selective electrode We prepared the ion-selective414

membranes following established protocols presented in the literature. The HSO�
3 sens-415

ing membrane consisted of NPOE, hydrogen sulfite ionophore (1 wt %) and TDMACl416

(0.20 wt. %). We dissolved these components in 8 mL THF, stirred the mixture until417
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a homogeneous solution was achieved, poured the solution into a petri dish and left it418

covered overnight; this procedure allowed the THF to evaporate and formed the mem-419

brane that provided the ion selective electrode (ISE). Circular pieces of the membrane420

with a diameter of 1.1 cm and thickness of 1.2 mm were cut and placed onto PVC tub-421

ing, which is wet with THF (causing the membrane to be fused to the PVC tubing). The422

PVC S3 tube was filled with 2 mL of an inner-filling solution consisting of 10 mM SO�
3423

in phosphate bu↵er (pH 8.6) and 15 mM NaCl. The membrane was placed into a solu-424

tion of 10 mM SO2�
3 for 3 hours before starting the sensor calibration, following the im-425

mersion of a Ag/AgCl wire into the inner-filling solution. This procedure allows SO2�
3426

to replace the chloride ion associated with TDMA.427

3.2.2.5 Estimation of Errors For each sample, we measured the emf three times428

with three di↵erent sensors. We report the concentration corresponding to the best-conditioned429

sensor, sensor #2, and estimate the uncertainty as the standard deviation on the three430

measurements collected by the three sensors. Calibration curves were obtained by se-431

rial dilution, and Nernstian response (Sohail & De Marco, 2013) was confirmed in the432

concentration range where samples were measured.433

3.2.3 Sulfate Gravimetry with BaCl2 and HCl434

Sulfate is a main product of S[IV] disproportionation and is the sole product of di-435

rect S[IV] oxidation (Meyer et al., 1982; Guekezian et al., 1997). We quantified the amount436

of sulfate in the sample via the barium chloride gravimetric method for sulfate detec-437

tion (Ferrús & Torrades, 1985). Sulfate precipitates as BaSO4 using BaCl2 in presence438

of 2 M HCl (n.b. BaSO3 is soluble under these conditions).439

In our study, we followed a procedure similar to Ferrús and Torrades (1985). We440

combined 0.8 mL of sample with 2 mL of 2 M HCl and added hot (⇠ 60� C) 1 M BaCl2441

until precipitation went to completion. We boiled the solution for 3 minutes. We gath-442

ered the precipitate with a rubber-tipped glass rod (“policeman”) onto filter paper. The443

resulting precipitate was then washed with H2O, filtered, dried, ignited apart from fil-444

ter paper and weighed as BaSO4. We took three measurements from each aged sample;445

we report the mean, and use the standard deviation to estimate the error. Because this446

technique was destructive of the sample, it was the final test we conducted.447

3.2.4 Analytics Timescale448

To minimize oxidation by ambient O2, we conducted our electropotentiometry and449

extraction of BaSO4 precipitate in  30 min for each sample. The drying and weigh-450

ing steps of the gravimetry take a further ⇠ 1 day to complete. Additionally, the dry-451

ing and weighing steps of the gravimetry were conducted some months after the precip-452

itate extraction, due to experimenter constraints. BaSO4(s) is stable at standard con-453

ditions, so this does not a↵ect the accuracy of our results.454

3.2.5 UV-VIS Monitoring455

We non-invasively tracked the evolution of the UV-VIS absorption spectra of the456

samples. These data are corroborative but not on their own definitive, because the po-457

tential products of S[IV] disproportionation are themselves UV absorbers (Meyer et al.,458

1982; Guenther et al., 2001; Beyad et al., 2014; Islam, 2018). The UV-VIS monitoring459

is therefore secondary to the solution-phase analytics. All absorbance spectra were recorded460

by a Shimadzu UV-1900 UV-VIS spectrophotometer located outside of the glovebox once461

a week. Before each measurement, cuvettes were blown with dry air to remove any dust462

from the surface. A blank water spectrum was taken with each measurement in order463

to correct for cuvette errors. As a control, we exposed a sample of sulfite to ambient air464
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Table 2. Estimates of Sulfite Disproportionation

Study Tdisp,0 [S[IV ]]0
(M)

Meyer et al. (1979) > 5 year ⇠ 0.01� 1a

Meyer et al. (1982) > 1 year ⇠ 0.01� 1a

Guekezian et al. (1997) 10 days 0.09
Petruševski et al. (2013) > 7 months 3.4

a [S[IV ]]0 not stated. Lower limit based on limits of analytics (Meyer, Ospina, & Peter, 1980).
Upper limit based on associated Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory annual reports
(Shirley, 1980; Searcy, 1981).

overnight and verified loss of UV opacity as expected due to the rapid oxidation of UV-465

absorbing sulfite to UV-transparent sulfate (Beyad et al., 2014; Birkmann et al., 2018).466

3.3 Thermal S[IV] Loss Processes467

3.3.1 S[IV] Disproportionation468

The extreme uncertainties in the kinetics of S[IV] disproportionation (Section 2.3)
motivate a simplistic, cautious implementation in our model. Past implementations of
S[IV] disproportionation have modeled it as first order (Halevy, 2013). However, because
disproportionation requires multiple S[IV] molecules, it is possible that the reaction is
higher-order. Indeed, based on the stoichiometry the naive assumption would be that
the reaction would be fourth-order, and thereby highly suppressed at low concentrations.
We therefore implement a generalized rate law for S[IV] disproportionation. Assuming
S[IV] disproportionation to be order n:

dS[IV ]

dt
= kdisp,n[S[IV ]]n (13)

where kdisp,n is the rate constant for S[IV] disproportionation (M1�n s�1).469

From literature reports and our own experiments, we obtain Tdisp,0, the S[IV] life-470

time to disproportionation for a sample with initial S[IV] concentration [S[IV ]]0. We use471

Tdisp,0 to estimate kdisp:472

Tdisp,0
dS[IV ]

dt
(t = 0) + [S[IV ]]0 = 0 (14)

) kdisp,n = T�1
disp,0[S[IV ]]1�n

0 (15)

We summarize literature values for Tdisp,0 and [S[IV ]]0 in Table 2. Values for Tdisp,0473

in the literature range fall into two broad ranges: Tdisp,0 & years, and Tdisp,0 = 10 days.474

We conduct experiments to discriminate between these two possibilities, and use the re-475

sults in our model (Section 4.2). Finally, we compute the flux of S[IV] loss by dispro-476

portionation integrated through the full water column:477

Fdisprop,S[IV ] =

Z dbody

0
dy(kdisp,n[S[IV ]]n) = dbody(kdisp,n[S[IV ]]n) (16)

where dbody is the depth of the water column (cm).478
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3.3.2 Seepage Loss479

If the base of an aqueous body is not saturated with water, then water will seep480

out of this body, carrying with it S[IV]. Seepage can limit the concentration of solutes481

in lakes (Wood & Sanford, 1990; Rosen, 1994; Pearce et al., 2017). We calculate the rate482

of this process according to the equation (Pearce et al., 2017):483

Fseepage,S[IV ] = [S[IV ]]S (17)

where S is the seepage rate (m year�1). A wide range of S is possible depending484

on permeability and hydraulic gradient, and we explore the range S = 0 � 2 m/year.485

The lower limit for S is motivated by closed-basin lakes with impermeable bottoms. These486

systems are characterized by no surface outflow and water loss dominated by evapora-487

tion, resulting in concentration of solutes (Toner & Catling, 2019). Modeling of salin-488

ity and water budgets for some lakes excludes seepage altogether (Langbein, 1961; van der489

Kamp et al., 2008; Yapiyev et al., 2017). Estimates of seepage for Lake Titicaca range490

from ⇠ 0�10% of evaporation, or ⇠ 0�0.15 m year�1 (Roche et al., 1992; Carmouze491

et al., 1992; Delclaux et al., 2007; Yapiyev et al., 2017). Modeling of oxygen isotopes in492

Lakes Scanlon and Castor reveals outseepage of 0.5± 0.3% and 1.5± 0.3% of the lake493

volume per month, respectively, corresponding to seepage rates of 0.4� 0.5 m year�1494

and 2 m year�1, respectively (Steinman et al., 2010). A value of 2 m year�1 also cor-495

responds to the average seepage rate in fishponds near Auburn, Alabama; this rate is496

higher than the seepage seen in many natural ponds (Boyd, 1982; Pearce et al., 2017),497

and we adopt it as the upper bound of the range we explore.498

3.3.3 Direct Oxidation of S[IV]499

For completeness, we consider direct oxidation of S[IV] by trace photochemical O2500

present on early Earth. We follow Halevy (2013) in using the rate law of Zhang and Millero501

(1991) for the rate of oxidation of sulfite by O2:502

SO2�
3 +

1

2
O2 ! SO2�

4 (18)

dS[IV ]

dt
= �k[S[IV ]]2[O2]

0.5 = �k”[HSO�
3 ][SO

2�
3 ][O2]

0.5 (19)

where k (M�1.5 min�1) and k” (M�1.5 min�1) are rate constants. For modern seawa-
ter at pH=8.2, Zhang and Millero (1991) report

log10(
k

1M�1.5 min�1 ) = 19.54� 5069.47T�1 + 14.74I0.5 � 2.93I � 2877.0I0.5T�1 (20)

where T is temperature, I is molal ionic strength, and this relation is valid for T = 288�
318K and I = 0�0.72 (salinity SA = 0�35). We use this expression for k to estimate
k”, according to the equation (Zhang & Millero, 1991):

k” =
k

↵SO2�
3 ,seawater↵HSO�

3 ,seawater

(21)

where ↵SO2�
3 ,seawater is the mol fraction of S[IV] in SO2�

3 and ↵HSO�
3 ,seawater is the mol503

fraction of S[IV] in HSO�
3 in seawater at SA = 35 and T = 298K. We estimate ↵SO2�

3
504

and ↵HSO�
3
according to the equations (Millero et al., 1989; Zhang & Millero, 1991):505
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I =
0.0199SA

1� 10�3SA
(22)

pKa⇤1 = 1.87� 0.50I0.5 + 0.31I(T = 298K) (23)

pKa⇤2 = 7.12� 1.052I0.5 + 0.36I (24)

↵HSO�
3
= (

[H+]

K⇤
1

+
K⇤

2

[H+]
+ 1)�1 (25)

↵SO2�
3

= (
[H+]2

K⇤
1K

⇤
2

+
[H+]

K⇤
2

+ 1)�1 (26)

Where Ka⇤1 and Ka⇤2 correspond to the first and second dissociation constants for SO2,506

and pKa = � log10(Ka) as usual. These expressions assume the main forms of S[IV]507

to be SO2, HSO�
3 , and SO2�

3 . They are invalid at high [S[IV]], where sulfite dimers form508

(Beyad et al., 2014). We do not deploy our models in this regime.509

With this formalism, we are able to reproduce the k” measured at pH=8.2 to within510

0.11 log units6 (Figure 7 of Zhang and Millero (1991)). Note that for solutions with rel-511

ative solute concentrations corresponding to seawater, there is additional pH dependence512

not fully captured by this formalism; Zhang and Millero (1991) attribute this to pH-dependent513

complex formation in seawater. These uncertainties do not a↵ect our conclusions because514

direct oxidation is not a significant loss mechanism for S[IV] in the anoxic conditions preva-515

lent on prebiotic Earth.516

With the rate law in hand, we compute the flux of S[IV] loss due to direct oxida-517

tion integrated through the full water column:518

FO2,S[IV ] =

Z dbody

0
dy(k”[HSO�

3 ][SO
2�
3 ][O2]

0.5) = dbody(k”[HSO�
3 ][SO

2�
3 ][O2]

0.5) (27)

We estimate [O2] using Henry’s Law, i.e.:

[O2] = HO2pO2(z = 0) (28)

where HO2 is the Henry’s Law constant for O2 and pO2 is the partial pressure of O2. Pho-519

tochemical models predict abiotic O2 volume mixing ratios to be sub-parts per billion520

(ppb) (Kasting & Walker, 1981; Ranjan et al., 2020), while the upper limit on O2 mix-521

ing ratio derived from model interpretation of the sulfur mass-independent fractionation522

signal (S-MIF) is 2⇥10�7 (Zahnle et al., 2006). We adopt pO2 from our photochemi-523

cal model calculations. We take HO2 = 1.3⇥10�3 M/bar (Sander et al., 2011; Sander,524

2015), which is valid for 298 K and 0 salinity. Increased salinity would decrease HO2 and525

hence [O2], suppressing direct oxidation even more than calculated here.526

3.4 Photolytic S[IV] Loss527

Measured S[IV] photolysis rates in natural waters on modern Earth are unavail-528

able, because S[IV] is absent from natural waters on modern Earth due to the oxic at-529

mosphere (Loftus et al., 2019). However, S[IV] photolysis has been well-studied in lab-530

oratory settings, both for its fundamental photophysics, as well as for its applications531

to wastewater treatment (Fischer & Warneck, 1996; Sauer, Crowell, & Shkrob, 2004; Wu532

et al., 2021). We utilize these laboratory measurements to estimate the S[IV] photoly-533

sis rates in natural waters on prebiotic Earth.534

6 Note that Zhang and Millero (1991) feature a persistent typo: the values they quote in-text for k” are

really for log10(k”). This can be seen by comparing the quoted values to Figure 7 of their paper, and by

attempting to calculate k” directly from k.
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3.4.1 Calculation of Photolysis Rate535

We calculate the photolysis rate coe�cient for loss of species X, JX(d) (s�1), at536

depth d according to the equation:537

JSO2�
3

(d) =

Z
d��SO2�

3
(�)�SO2�

3
(�)Ė(�, d) (29)

JHSO�
3
(d) =

Z
d��HSO�

3
(�)�HSO�

3
(�)Ė(�, d) (30)

where �SO2�
3

is the quantum e�ciency of net loss of SO2�
3 due to photolysis, �HSO�

3
538

is the quantum e�ciency of net loss of HSO�
3 due to photolysis, �SO2�

3
(cm2) is the ab-539

sorption cross-section of SO2�
3,aq, �HSO�

3
(cm2) is the absorption cross-section of HSO�

3,aq,540

Ė(�, d) (cm�2 s�1 nm�1) is the scalar irradiance as a function of wavelength (�) and depth541

(d).542

3.4.1.1 S[IV] Absorption Cross-Sections We compute the absorption cross-section
� from the linear decadic absorption coe�cient ✏ (M�1 cm�1), which is more commonly
reported for aqueous absorbers, according to the equation (Lakowicz, 2010):

� =
103 ln(10)

NA
✏ (31)

where NA is Avogadro’s number, and � and ✏ are in units of cm2 and M�1 cm�1 respec-543

tively . We take ✏ for HSO�
3 and SO2�

3 from Fischer and Warneck (1996) and Beyad et544

al. (2014), as synthesized by Ranjan, Kufner, et al. (2022). We neglect corrections to ab-545

sorptivity and quantum yield due to high ionic strength (Sauer, Shkrob, et al., 2004).546

3.4.1.2 S[IV] Photolysis Quantum Yields We synthesize estimates for �HSO�
3
(�)547

and �SO2�
3

(�) based on laboratory measurements. These laboratory measurements are548

summarized in Table 3 and fall into two types. Many of these studies sought to quan-549

tify the quantum yields of primary photolysis, i.e. production of H for HSO�
3 photol-550

ysis and production of e�aq for SO2�
3 photolysis. However, this is not necessarily the same551

as the quantum yield of net loss of the photolyzed molecules, because H and e�aq can sub-552

sequently undergo back-reactions to regenerate HSO�
3 and SO2�

3 , respectively (Sauer,553

Crowell, & Shkrob, 2004; Lian et al., 2006; Li et al., 2012, 2014). The e�cacy of the back-554

reaction depends on the composition of the solution: if scavengers for the photoproduced555

radicals are present, the back-reaction is ine�cient and the net loss to photolysis is higher556

(Fischer & Warneck, 1996).557

In this study, we assume the quantum yield of sulfite and bisulfite photolysis to be558

equal to the quantum yield of net loss of sulfite and bisulfite due to photolysis. Our choice559

is motivated by the more abundant data available for direct photolysis, as well as by the560

belief that in natural waters scavengers for radicals like H and e�aq would likely have been561

present that would have inhibited the back-reaction. This is the case for NO�
X , which562

is regenerated after photolysis in pure water but not in natural waters (Zafiriou & True,563

1979b, 1979b; Mack & Bolton, 1999). The di↵erence in quantum yield is < 1.6⇥ (Fischer564

& Warneck, 1996); our conclusions are robust to such uncertainty.565

We approximate the quantum yield of sulfite photolysis as a piecewise linear func-566

tion (Figure S15). Where available, we adopt the terminal quantum yields, as opposed567

to the prompt quantum yields; the terminal quantum yields account for germinate re-568

combination immediately after photolysis. Our function is anchored by (�, �SO2�
3

) of569

(193 nm, 0.39) (Sauer, Crowell, & Shkrob, 2004), (200 nm, 0.23) (Lian et al., 2006), (248570

nm, 0.11) (Sauer, Crowell, & Shkrob, 2004) and (253.7 nm, 0.116) (Li et al., 2012). These571
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Table 3. Laboratory Measurements of Quantum Yields Relevant to Aqueous S[IV] Photolysis

Study Species � Photoprocess Quantum Yield
nm

Fischer and War-
neck (1996)

HSO�
3 213.9 HSO2�

3 photolysis �HSO�
3
= 0.19± 0.03

Fischer and War-
neck (1996)

HSO�
3 213.9 Net photolytic HSO�

3 loss
in anoxic H2O

�C,HSO�
3
= 0.12± 0.03 b

Sauer, Crowell,
and Shkrob (2004)

SO2�
3 193 SO2�

3 Photolysis �SO2�
3

= 0.391± 0.011

Lian et al. (2006) SO2�
3 200 SO2�

3 Photolysis �SO2�
3

= 0.231± 0.023a

Sauer, Crowell,
and Shkrob (2004)

SO2�
3 248 SO2�

3 Photolysis �SO2�
3

= 0.108± 0.001

Fischer and War-
neck (1996)

SO2�
3 253.7 SO2�

3 Photolysis �SO2�
3

= 0.39± 0.04

Fischer and War-
neck (1996)

SO2�
3 253.7 Net photolytic SO2�

3 loss
in anoxic H2O

�C,SO2�
3

= 0.25± 0.02 b

Li et al. (2012) SO�
3 253.7 SO2�

3 Photolysis �SO2�
3

= 0.116± 0.002

aUncertainty not explicitly stated in source publication; assumed to be 10%, as for OH� and I�.
b Subscript C emphasizes that this photoprocess is not the same as direct photolysis.

quantum yields we choose conform to the expectation from theory that quantum yield572

of photolysis should increase as wavelength decreases (Wu et al., 2021), and are gener-573

ally consistent with most other measurements of sulfite photolysis. (Sauer, Crowell, &574

Shkrob, 2004) argue that measurements based on actinometry and scavenger studies over-575

estimate �, and that quantum yields reported by such studies must be interpreted as576

upper limits. Based on their argument, we do not utilize the quantum yield at 254 nm577

measured by (Fischer & Warneck, 1996), which is indeed higher (⇠ 4⇥) than follow-up578

studies which are otherwise consistent. We are not aware of constraints on �SO2�
3

at wave-579

lengths > 253.7 nm. To bracket the possibilities, we explore �SO2�
3

(> 253.7 nm) = 0580

and �SO2�
3

(> 253.7 nm) = �SO2�
3

(253.7 nm) (Figure S15).581

Measurements of the quantum yield of bisulfite photolysis are extremely scarce. The
sole measurement we found is that of Fischer and Warneck (1996) at 214 nm, but that
measurement must be interpreted as an upper limit (Sauer, Crowell, & Shkrob, 2004).
We convert the upper limit of Fischer and Warneck (1996), �UL

HSO�
3

, to an estimate of

�HSO�
3
by assuming that �UL

HSO�
3

is enhanced proportionately to �HSO�
3
as their esti-

mate of �UL
SO2�

3

is enhanced relative to �SO2�
3

:

�HSO�
3
(214 nm) =

�SO2�
3

(253.7 nm)

�UL
SO2�

3

(253.7 nm)
⇥ �UL

HSO�
3
(213.9 nm) (32)

implying that �HSO�
3
(213.9nm) = 0.116

0.39 ⇥ 0.19 = 0.057. This still leaves the question
of how to treat photolysis at other wavelengths. In the absence of guiding data, we as-
sume bisulfite photolysis quantum yields to be proportional to sulfite quantum yields,
i.e.:

�HSO�
3
=

�HSO�
3
(213.9 nm)

�SO2�
3

(213.9 nm)
�SO2�

3
(33)
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We sensitivity-test our conclusions to the possibility that �HSO�
3

= 0 and find582

our overall conclusions to be una↵ected, justifying this treatment, but advocate for bet-583

ter constraints on this quantity to improve our calculations (Section 5.3).584

3.4.1.3 Estimation of Scalar Irradiance We estimate the scalar irradiance Ė(�, d)585

by adapting the treatment of Morel (1991), which was originally developed to treat pho-586

tosynthetically active radiation in the modern ocean. We begin by estimating the down-587

welling (planar) irradiance (flux) Ed(�, d) (Morel, 1991; Mobley et al., 2009):588

Ed(�, d) = Ed(�, 0
�) exp (�

Z d

0
dxKd(�, x)) (34)

Here, Ed(�, 0�) is the downwelling irradiance just below the surface and Kd is the589

apparent vertical Naperian downwelling attenuation coe�cient.590

We estimate Ed(�, 0�) from the downwelling flux just above the surface, Ed(�, 0+),
according to the equation (Morel, 1991; Sakshaug et al., 1997):

Ed(�, 0
�) = rskyEd,sky(�, 0

+) + rsunEd,sun(�, 0
+) (35)

Where Esky(�, 0+) is the di↵use irradiance just above the surface, rsky is the re-591

flectance of the di↵use irradiance, Esun(�, 0+) is the direct (solar) irradiance just above592

the surface, rsun is the reflectance of the direct irradiance (altitude-dependent), and Ed(�, 0+) =593

Esky(�, 0+)+Esun(�, 0+). We take Esun(�, 0+) and Esky(�, 0+) from Ranjan and Sas-594

selov (2017), assuming a prebiotic Earth atmospheric composition from Rugheimer et595

al. (2015), a solar zenith angle ✓sun = 60�, and a surface albedo A = 0.2 (A and ✓sun596

chosen for consistency with Rugheimer et al. (2015)). We take rsky = 0.066 (Morel, 1991;597

Cockell, 2000b). We compute rsun as a function of solar zenith angle via the Fresnel equa-598

tions assuming unpolarized light incident on a flat water surface and a ratio of aqueous599

and aerial indices of refraction of naq

nair
= 1.33 (Kirk, 1994), following Cockell (2000b).600

Reflectance losses are small for ✓sun < 70� (Kirk, 1984), meaning that our sensitivity601

to these assumptions is minimal.602

The heart of the aqueous radiative transfer calculation is computation of Kd. Pre-
cisely calculating Kd requires a full solution of the aqueous radiative transfer equations
as a function of Naperian absorption coe�cient a(�, d), Naperian scattering coe�cient
b(�, d), the volume scattering function for the water in question, and the radiance dis-
tribution above the surface (Kirk, 1984; Morel, 1991). Given these complexities, Kd is
in practice generally empirically constrained or estimated (Thomas & Stamnes, 2002).
We follow Morel (1991) in estimating Kd according to the equation (Kirk, 1984):

Kd =
a

µ0
[1 + (0.425µ0 � 0.19)

b

a
]0.5 (36)

where µ0 is the average cosine for downwelling radiation. This expression is valid for wa-
ters with volume scattering function corresponding to the waters of modern San Diego
Harbor (Kirk, 1984). We estimate µ0 according to the equation (Morel, 1991):

µ0(�) =
1

Ed(�, 0�)
[µsun,aqEd,sun(�, 0

�) + µsky,aqEd,sky(�, 0
�)] (37)

Here, Ed,sun(�, 0�) is the component of Ed(�, 0�) due to the direct solar irradiance, Ed,sky(�, 0�)603

is the component of Ed due to the sky (di↵use) irradiance, µsun,aq is the cosine of the604

solar zenith angle after refraction, and µsky,aq = 0.86 is the consine of the sky zenith605

angle after refraction.606
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The above formalism to estimate Kd is complex. To determine the sensitivity of607

our results to the estimation of Kd, we consider two simpler approximations for Kd. First,608

we estimate Kd = 1.0395
µ0

(a+bb), where bb is the backscattering coe�cient; this expres-609

sion is known valid for diverse marine waters (Morel et al., 2007). Second, we estimate610

Kd = a
cos(✓sun,aq)

, ignoring scattering entirely. Our conclusions were una↵ected, indi-611

cating that they are robust to choice of Kd calculation technique.612

We take values for a from Ranjan, Kufner, et al. (2022), converting their linear decadic613

absorption coe�cients ✏ to linear naperian absorption coe�cients via a = ✏ ln(10) (Kirk,614

1994). We adopt b from the tabulation of Smith and Baker (1981) for modern freshwa-615

ter and seawater. We use modern freshwater b for prebiotic freshwater lakes, and the Smith616

and Baker (1981) seawater b for the prebiotic ocean and prebiotic carbonate lakes. We617

approximate bb = 0.5b (Smith & Baker, 1981). This approximation is valid for waters618

with low particulate scattering, which is reasonable for early Earth since prebiotic wa-619

ters should have been less scattering than modern waters due to the absence of biogenic620

organics (Cockell, 2000b; Morel et al., 2007).621

So far, we have computed the downwelling plane irradiance Ed, which calculates
the net flow of energy across a plane, but the quantity required to estimate photolysis
rates is Ė, the scalar irradiance. We estimate Ė according to (Morel, 1991; Mobley et
al., 2009):

Ė(�, d) ⇡ Kd(�, d)

a(�, d)
Ed(�, d) (38)

This formalism is valid for waters which are absorption-dominated, as is the case622

for most natural waters on modern Earth (Morel, 1991; Sakshaug et al., 1997; Cockell,623

2000b). However, it is possible that some natural waters may be scattering-dominated624

on early Earth, in which case the above expression would dramatically overestimate Ė.625

We impose an ad-hoc correction for this case by imposing a ceiling on Ė, Ėmax = 2.5Ed
µ0

.626

This ad-hoc correction is based on the finding of Kirk (1994) that for extremely highly627

scattering waters, Ė
Ed

= 2.0 � 2.5 for vertically incident light (µ0 = 1), and adding a628

correction for µ0 6= 1.629

3.4.1.4 Calculation of Column-Integrated S[IV] Photolysis Rate We calculate the
column-integrated photolysis flux of S[IV] by integrating and adding the depth-dependent
photolysis rate of bisulfite and sulfite:

Fh⌫,S[IV ] =

Z
dyJSO2�

3
(y)CSO2�

3
(y) +

Z
dyJHSO�

3
(y)CHSO�

3
(y) (39)

where CX is the concentration of species X, assumed to be well-mixed (constant630

with depth) in our 0D box model.631

3.5 Geological Scenario and Parameter Choices632

The geochemical properties of the prebiotic ocean are uncertain. To reflect this un-633

certainty in our estimations of prebiotic S[IV], we construct S[IV] maximizing and min-634

imizing endmember scenarios based on estimates of relevant geochemical parameters in635

the literature (Table 4). We consider a pH range of 6.25-9 (Krissansen-Totton et al., 2018;636

Kadoya et al., 2020; Sahai et al., 2022), with higher pH corresponding to less S[IV] be-637

cause of speciation as SO2�
3 , which is more vulnerable to photolysis. We consider back-638

ground marine UV linear decadic absorption coe�cients corresponding to the low-absorption639

and high-absorption endmember scenarios from Ranjan, Kufner, et al. (2022), with S[IV]640

removed. Low absorption minimizes S[IV] due to more e�cient photolysis. Higher I cor-641

responds to less S[IV] due to more e�cient direct oxidation; we would like to consider642

an ionic strength range of I = 0.3 � 1.2 (Knauth, 2005; Marty et al., 2018), but are643
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forced to impose a ceiling of 0.72 on I because of limitations of the formalism we use to644

estimate direct oxidation rates of S[IV] (Zhang & Millero, 1991); this does not a↵ect our645

conclusions because direct oxidation is a minor loss process for S[IV] (Figure 3). This646

approach is purely parametric, and not self-consistent (i.e. we are merely choosing ex-647

treme values from the literature, not conducting self-consistent modeling of a specific sce-648

nario).649

Table 4. Extremal geochemical parameters assumed in estimating [S[IV]] in marine waters

on early Earth. Parameters are categorized by whether they maximize or minimize [S[IV]], thus

enabling a measure of the uncertainty. Note that this approach is purely parametric, and is not

self-consistent. In simulating marine waters, we set S = 0 m year�1 and P = Pmodel, and take

d = 3.8⇥ 105 cm, corresponding to the modern ocean (Rumble, 2017).

Parameter [S[IV]]-
minimizing

[S[IV]]-
maximizing

Comment

pH 9.0 6.25 (Krissansen-Totton et al., 2018;
Kadoya et al., 2020)

a(�) (cm�1) Ocean, low-a
endmember

Ocean,
high-a end-
member

(Ranjan, Kufner, et al., 2022) (S[IV]
removed)

I (M) 0.72 0.3 (Knauth, 2005; Marty et al., 2018)

In calculating terrestrial [S[IV]], we focus on shallow closed-basin waters, which are650

particularly invoked in proposed prebiotic chemistry because of their potential for wet-651

dry cycling, their propensity to accumulate key prebiotic reagents, and their favorable652

physicochemical conditions (Patel et al., 2015; Becker et al., 2018; Ranjan et al., 2019;653

Sahai et al., 2022; Benner, 2023). We specifically focus on on freshwater (Damer & Deamer,654

2020) and carbonate lakes (Toner & Catling, 2020; Sahai et al., 2022). While we sim-655

ulate only these two types of terrestrial water in detail, our methods and open-source656

code can be readily adapted to other natural waters. Further, we expect our basic re-657

sults to generalize to diverse closed-basin terrestrial waters (e.g., Sahai et al. (2022)) be-658

cause the same basic supply and loss processes apply.659

As with marine waters, we explore a wide range of parameter space to construct660

extremal endmember S[IV]-maximizing and -minimizing scenarios (Table 5). For carbon-661

ate lakes, we draw pH and ionic strength estimates from (Toner & Catling, 2020). We662

are forced to impose a ceiling of 0.72 on I because of limitations of the formalism we use663

to estimate direct oxidation rates of S[IV]; this does not a↵ect our conclusions because664

direct oxidation is a minor loss process for S[IV] (Figure 4). For freshwater lakes, we draw665

pH and ionic strength estimates from (Hao et al., 2017). For both lakes, we draw esti-666

mates of background UV absorptivity from Ranjan, Kufner, et al. (2022), with S[IV] species667

removed. As in the marine case, the higher pH, higher I, and less absorptive waters min-668

imize S[IV]. We consider S = 0 � 2 m year�1 (Section 3.3.2). As in the marine case,669

our approach is purely parametric, and is not self-consistent.670

4 Results671

4.1 Atmospheric Processing and Surface Deposition of SO2672

Our photochemical modeling predicts SO2 surface concentrations on early Earth673

that are comparable to past work (Figure 2). Our predicted pSO2 is much lower than674

that calculated by Kasting et al. (1989) for early Earth; this is because Kasting et al.675
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Table 5. Extremal geochemical parameters assumed in estimating [S[IV]] in closed-basin ter-

restrial waters on early Earth. Parameters are categorized by whether they maximize or minimize

[S[IV]], thus enabling a measure of the uncertainty. Note that this approach is purely parametric,

and is not self-consistent. We simulate lakes with d = 1 m.

Parameter [S[IV]]-
minimizing

[S[IV]]-
maximizing

Comment

Carbonate Lake
pH 9.0 6.5 (Toner & Catling, 2020)
I (M) 0.72 0.1 (Toner & Catling, 2020)
a(�) (cm�1) Carb. Lake,

low-a end-
member

Carb. Lake,
high-a end-
member

(Ranjan, Kufner, et al., 2022) (S[IV]
removed)

S (m yr�1) 0 2
Freshwater Lake

pH 6.34 6.34 (Hao et al., 2017)
I (M) 0.001 0.001 (Lerman et al., 1995; Hao et al., 2017)
a(�) (cm�1) Fresh. Lake,

low-a end-
member

Fresh. Lake,
high-a end-
member

(Ranjan, Kufner, et al., 2022) (S[IV]
removed)

S (m yr�1) 0 2

(1989) considered the limiting case of no surface deposition of SO2. We include surface676

deposition of SO2, which suppresses pSO2. Our predicted pSO2 is slightly higher than677

that calculated by Claire et al. (2014) for high �SO2 . We attribute this to the assump-678

tion of Claire et al. (2014) that SO2 is substantially explosively outgassed, which injects679

SO2 into the stratosphere where it is photochemically processed into aerosols, reducing680

pSO2 relative to our calculation.681

Our modeling predicts that most outgassed SO2 is returned to the surface via wet682

and dry deposition. This reflects our assumption of low-altitude outgassing of SO2, where683

it is most vulnerable to surface deposition (Hu et al., 2013). If SO2 is instead released684

explosively at high altitudes, then at elevated �SO2 ⇠ 0.5 of the SO2 can be photochem-685

ically processed into sulfate and elemental sulfur aerosols (Claire et al., 2014). This means686

that our calculation may overestimate SO2 deposition by up to ⇠ 2⇥ at elevated �SO2 .687

4.2 S[IV] Disproportionation Experiments & Implications for Model-688

ing689

Our experimental results are consistent with a long lifetime (� 1 year) of anoxic690

S[IV] solutions (Table 6). This finding is valid at pH� 7, near standard temperature and691

pressure, and in the absence of catalysts and UV light. Our electropotentiometric mea-692

surements of S[IV] and gravimetric measurements of sulfate are consistent in every sam-693

ple, and the long lifetimes inferred from the solution-phase analytics are consistent with694

the slow rate of change of UV absorbance measured by the UV-VIS tracking. The largest695

degree of S[IV] loss is seen in the 10 mM solutions, which show loss of 60-70% of S[IV]696

over 10.5 months (electropotentiometry). This corresponds to a S[IV] lifetime to dispro-697

portionation of Tdisp,0 � 1 year.698

However, 1 year may significantly underestimate Tdisp,0. The 100 mM S[IV] solu-699

tions uniformly show lower fractional loss than the 10 mM solution, corresponding to Tdisp,0 =700

4�5 years. We are unaware of any rationale for higher concentrations of S[IV] to show701
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Figure 2. Photochemical processing of SO2 in the atmosphere of prebiotic Earth. (a) Top:

partial pressure of SO2 as a function of surficial SO2 emission rate. Shown for comparison are

similar estimates from Kasting et al. (1989) and Claire et al. (2014), Figure 6. (b) Bottom: wet

and dry deposition fluxes of S[IV] species from the atmosphere to the surface. Wet deposition

fluxes are given for various seepage rates, which for the steady-state modeling we conduct here

dictate the implied precipitation rate.

slower disproportionation rates; indeed, the opposite is the naive expectation given the702

reaction stoichiometry (Equation 1). A possible explanation is given by the sulfate con-703

centrations we measure. The sulfate concentrations we measure are in 14/15 cases con-704

sistent within 5� of the amount of S[IV] lost, which means that we cannot firmly rule705

out the possibility that the S[IV] lost from our samples was stoichiometrically converted706

to sulfate, as is expected due to direct oxidation. One possibility is that the bulk of S[IV]707

loss in our samples is due to slow leakage of O2 into our cuvettes over the multi-month708

course of the experiments. Though we took care to minimize O2 leakage by utilizing air-709

tight cuvettes and storing the cuvettes in an anaerobic glove box, complete exclusion of710

O2 was not possible in our setup. Our anaerobic glove box still maintained 30�200 ppm711

O2, and the frictive seals of our nominally gas-tight cuvettes may still admit some de-712

gree of gas interchange on the long timescales of our experiment. In support of this hy-713

pothesis is the observation that the absolute concentration of sulfates in the aged 10 mM714

and 100 mM samples are similar to within  3⇥. Similar sulfate concentrations are con-715

sistent with a significant contribution of direct oxidation (which should be controlled by716

the rate of O2 leakage and insensitive to S[IV] concentration), but not an origin from S[IV]717

disproportionation (which should be sensitive to sulfite concentration). Our samples may718

therefore reflect contributions from direct oxidation, and our results must therefore be719

considered lower bounds on Tdisp,0.720
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Table 6. Analytics of Aged S[IV] Samples

[Na2SO3]
†
0 pH†

0 Sample [SO2�
3 ]‡,af,tot [SO2�

4 ]‡,bf �m
A�m ,f
A�m,0

F

(mM) (mM) (mM) nm

100 7 1 85± 4 8.4± 0.2 260 0.87± 0.13
100 7 2 83± 5 9.1± 0.1 260 0.91± 0.14
100 7 3 84± 3 9.5± 0.2 260 0.91± 0.14
100 7 4 83± 4 12.1± 0.1 260 0.89± 0.13
100 Unadjusted 2⌥ 84± 3 9.5± 0.3 260 0.85± 0.13
100 Unadjusted 3 86± 4 10.5± 0.5 260 0.90± 0.13
100 Unadjusted 4 81± 2 10.6± 0.3 260 0.87± 0.13
100 13 1 83± 3 9.7± 0.4 260 0.87± 0.13
100 13 2 84± 2 11.7± 0.5 260 0.84± 0.13
100 13 3 83± 3 11.0± 0.5 260 0.89± 0.13
100 13 4 81± 3 12.6± 0.5 260 0.89± 0.13
10 Unadjusted 1 3.7± 0.3 4.9± 0.2 240 0.35± 0.05
10 Unadjusted 3N 3.1± 0.3 5.7± 0.2 240 0.33± 0.05
10 Unadjusted 4 3.8± 0.3 4.2± 0.2 240 0.24± 0.04

†Sample preparation (10/5/2021)
‡Cuvettes opened 8/20/2022
aElectropotentiometry
bGravimetry
FUV-VIS last day 8/8/2022
⌥ Sample #1 was accidentally destroyed during course of experiment
N Sample #2 appears to reflect experimenter error and is not reported (Section 3.2.1, SI 2.3.3)

We cannot claim a definitive constraint on S[IV] disproportionation lifetime. For721

one, as discussed above, it is possible that the loss of S[IV] from our samples includes722

substantial contributions from non-disproportionation loss processes such as direct ox-723

idation. More significantly, we are unable to explain why Guekezian et al. (1997) find724

such a short lifetime for S[IV]. The experiments of Guekezian et al. (1997) were conducted725

at ultrabasic pH (pH> 12.8), and we hypothesized that perhaps basic conditions some-726

how contributed to faster S[IV] disproportionation. However, the samples of S[IV] that727

we adjusted to pH=13 showed slower decay than the unadjusted S[IV] (Table 6), con-728

tradicting this hypothesis. S[IV] disproportionation is sensitive to a wide range of cat-729

alysts and inhibitors (Meyer, Mulliken, & Weeks, 1980b, 1980a; Meyer et al., 1982; Petruševski730

et al., 2013)7, and it is possible that a catalyst for S[IV] disproportionation was unknown-731

ingly present in the Guekezian et al. (1997) measurements. E↵orts to contact the au-732

thors of Guekezian et al. (1997) to explore this possibility were unsuccessful, and it there-733

fore remains mere speculation. These caveats mean that our data do not fully stand on734

their own as definitive estimates of Tdisp,0.735

However, our data do clearly favor one family of literature reports of anoxic S[IV]736

lifetime over the other, contradictory literature report. Specifically, even the fastest-decaying737

of our S[IV] samples shows S[IV] lifetimes � 1 year, favoring the literature reports in-738

dicating long S[IV] lifetimes (Meyer et al., 1979; Meyer et al., 1982; Petruševski et al.,739

2013; Cohen et al., 1982; Halevy et al., 2007) over the literature report indicating short740

(⇠ 10 days) S[IV] lifetimes (Guekezian et al., 1997). In our modeling, we therefore do741

7 Meyer (1980) and Searcy (1981) indicate even further reaction sensitivity, including to multivalent

transition metal ions; however, these reports are not peer-reviewed.
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not adopt the lifetime measure of Guekezian et al. (1997). We instead consider Tdisp,0 �742

1 � 5 years (Meyer et al., 1979; Meyer et al., 1982), a range consistent with our work743

and that of others (Cohen et al., 1982; Halevy et al., 2007; Petruševski et al., 2013). The744

bracketing range of key chemical parameters we consider to account for uncertainties in745

disproportionation kinetics and photolysis quantum yields is summarized in Table 7.746

Table 7. Ranges of chemical parameters considered in estimating [S[IV]] in natural waters

on early Earth. Parameters are categorized by whether they maximize or minimize [S[IV]], thus

enabling a measure of the uncertainty on this quantity. These ranges reflect intrinsic uncertainty

regarding the chemical processes controlling [S[IV]] in temperate anoxic environments.

Parameter [S[IV]]-
minimizing

[S[IV]]-
maximizing

Comment

Tdisp,0 (years) 1a 5a (Meyer et al., 1979; Meyer et al.,
1982)

[S[IV ]]0 (M) 1 1 (Meyer et al., 1979; Meyer et al., 1982;
Searcy, 1981)

n 1 4 Halevy (2013); reaction stoichiometry
�(> 253.7 nm) �(253.7 nm) 0

a Lower bounds

4.3 Prebiotic Marine Waters747

A wide range of chemical (Table 7) and planetary (Table 4) uncertainties a↵ect es-748

timates of [S[IV]] in marine waters on early Earth. We explore this range. We find that749

chemical uncertainties dominate the uncertainty in prebiotic marine [S[IV]], with geo-750

logical uncertainties playing a secondary role that is only relevant in the limit of inef-751

ficient chemical loss of S[IV] (Figure 3). The main source of chemical uncertainty is the752

reaction order of S[IV] disproportionation n. If n = 1, then prebiotic marine S[IV] con-753

centrations are suppressed to sub-micromolar concentrations, and possibly sub-nanomolar754

concentrations, in concordance with Halevy (2013). On the other hand, if n = 4, then755

S[IV] disproportionation is kinetically inhibited and S[IV] is able to accumulate to higher756

concentrations, as recognized by Kasting et al. (1989). An upper limit on [S[IV]] is im-757

posed by photolysis even in the limit of n > 1 and even if S[IV] photolysis is ine�cient758

(�HSO�
3
(> 254 nm) = �SO2�

3
(> 254 nm) = 0). This upper limit keeps S[IV] sub-759

saturation with respect to atmospheric SO2, meaning that surface deposition of SO2 re-760

mains e�cient, consistent with the assumptions in our photochemical modeling. E�cient761

deposition of SO2 means that a UV-attenuating S8 layer did not persist on early Earth762

(Kasting et al., 1989).763

4.4 Prebiotic Terrestrial Waters764

Terrestrial waters embrace hydrological and chemical diversity far exceeding ma-765

rine waters (Lerman et al., 1995), and it is impractical to explore their full diversity. Nev-766

ertheless, we can gain some sense of [S[IV]] in terrestrial waters on prebiotic Earth by767

considering a few representative end-member scenarios, motivated by proposed origin-768

of-life theories. We specifically consider 1 m-deep freshwater and closed-basin carbon-769

ate lakes, with inorganic ion composition and corresponding absorbances following Ranjan,770

Kufner, et al. (2022) (Table 5).771

We find that the choice of geological scenario dominates chemical uncertainties in772

controlling [S[IV]] (Figure 4). Thermal loss processes are less important than the pho-773
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tochemical loss processes, because they are integrated over a shallower column compared774

to the marine scenario. Photolysis is the main control on S[IV] in most terrestrial sce-775

narios. In most scenarios, photolysis regulates S[IV] to sub-micromolar concentrations776

for �
�0

 10. S[IV] exceeds micromolar concentrations for enhanced volcanic outgassing777

rates relative to modern Earth ( �
�0

> 10). As in the marine case, the uncertainty in dis-778

proportionation rates is dominated by the order of reaction of sulfite disproportionation,779

but the influence of this uncertainty on S[IV] is muted by the decreased importance of780

disproportionation relative to photolysis. Photolysis is minimized in non-basic waters781

where less-absorptive HSO�
3 is the main form of S[IV]. Photolysis may also be reduced782

in UV-opaque waters, though in this case radical generation from absorption of UV by783

environmental reagents may yet lead to S[IV] loss (e.g., Li et al. (2020)). In this scenario,784

S[IV] may exceed micromolar concentrations at modern Earth-like outgassing fluxes, and785

disproportionation and seepage may be sinks of comparable importance to photolysis (Fig-786

ure 4).787

5 Discussion788

5.1 [S[IV]] in Prebiotic Natural Waters789

S[IV] was a prebiotic reagent, but its steady-state global-mean concentrations were790

modest at best due to photolysis. The rate of disproportionation of S[IV] at temperate791

conditions, previously proposed as the main sink of prebiotic S[IV], is slow even at high792

concentrations, and may be even slower at prebiotically-relevant [S[IV]]. However, UV793

photolysis places a strong upper limit on prebiotic [S[IV]], which was neglected by pre-794

vious studies (Kasting et al., 1989; Halevy, 2013; Ranjan et al., 2018; Loftus et al., 2019).795

HSO�
3 and SO2�

3 , the main forms of S[IV] at concentrations and pH relative to prebi-796

otic natural waters, are strong UV chromophores. Absorption of prebiotically-abundant797

UV radiation by HSO�
3 and SO2�

3 ultimately leads to oxidation to sulfate. This phenomenon798

has been characterized in the laboratory, and is used in environmental applications to799

remove aqueous pollutants (Fischer & Warneck, 1996; Huang et al., 2010; Cao et al., 2021;800

Wu et al., 2021).801

Photolysis confines S[IV] to submicromolar concentrations in the prebiotic ocean802

across most of parameter space. For S[IV] to exceed micromolar concentrations, the ki-803

netics of chemical loss of S[IV] need to be near the e�ciency limit allowed by experiments804

(�(� > 254 nm) = 0, n � 2). Additionally, volcanic outgassing on early Earth must805

exceed volcanic outgassing on modern Earth by an order of magnitude or more ( �
�0

�806

10), and the pH must be acidic (maximizing the amount of sulfite in less-photolytic HSO�
3 ).807

However, the pH likely cannot be too acidic, due to tentative indications that dispro-808

portionation is more e�cient at low pH (SI 2.3.1; Searcy (1981)). We may wonder whether809

it is possible for enhanced concentrations of S[IV] to build up in the deep ocean, where810

it is protected from photolysis. If the sole source of S[IV] is the atmosphere and assum-811

ing di↵usion to be the sole mechanism transporting S[IV] from the surface where it is812

injected down to depth, then this scenario is not possible, because it would require dif-813

fusion to create a gradient. However, local sources of SO2 at depth (e.g., hydrothermal814

systems; (Butterfield et al., 2011; Peters et al., 2021; Barge & Price, 2022)) could gen-815

erate locally enhanced [S[IV]] at depth. Similarly, non-di↵usive transport processes might816

be able to generate enhanced marine [S[IV]] at depth. Models incorporating 3D trans-817

port are required to probe these possibilities and resolve the degree of enhancement pos-818

sible.819

Higher concentrations of S[IV] are possible in atmospherically-supplied terrestrial820

waters relative to marine waters, because the supply rate remains the same while loss821

processes have a shallower column over which to operate. Even so, photolysis rigorously822

limits accumulation of S[IV]. Achieving higher [S[IV]] in terrestrial waters at modern Earth-823

like volcanic outgassing requires a geologically favorable environment, of which the most824
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important factors are the background UV absorptivity and the depth. Shallower waters825

can accumulate higher [S[IV]] because fewer total UV photons are absorbed (Figure 5).826

In other words, as depth decreases, a larger fraction of incident photons are absorbed827

by the base of the water body or scattered back out of the surface, as opposed to pho-828

tolyzing S[IV]. Similarly, if UV-absorbing compounds are present in the water, then these829

compounds can absorb UV photons that would otherwise photolyze S[IV], which may830

permit S[IV] accumulation (Figure 6). We say may because absorption of UV photons831

by background absorbers may yet lead to sulfite loss. For example, absorption of UV ra-832

diation by UV-attenuating halogen salts leads to radical production (Jortner et al., 1964),833

and such radicals may react with and destroy S[IV] (Yu et al., 2018). On the other hand,834

Fe2+ appears to inhibit S[IV] photolysis by attenuation of UV (Li et al., 2014), as does835

humic acid (Yang et al., 2020). Detailed studies on a case-by-case basis of specific nat-836

ural waters are required to confirm the e↵ect of background absorbers on S[IV] accumu-837

lation (Yang et al., 2020; Cao et al., 2021).838

The volcanic outgassing rate, especially of SO2, is a key uncertainty on [S[IV]]. If839

steady-state volcanic outgassing were elevated relative to modern ( �
�0

� 20), then steady-840

state [S[IV]] should have exceeded micromolar [S[IV]] in even geologically unfavorable841

terrestrial waters. On the other hand, if steady-state volcanic outgassing were suppressed842

relative to modern ( �
�0

 0.1), then micromolar [S[IV]] is not accessible in even geo-843

logically favorable terrestrial waters. �SO2 is highly uncertain. Scalings based on plate844

tectonics suggest volcanic outgassing was enhanced on early Earth 4�9⇥ (Richter, 1985;845

Sleep & Zahnle, 2001). However, early Earth may have featured less SO2 outgassing due846

to lower concentrations of recycled oceanic sulfate (Harman, Pavlov, et al., 2018), or due847

to higher magmatic degassing pressures (Gaillard et al., 2011), though this is debated848

(Brounce et al., 2017; Korenaga, 2021). Measurements of sulfur mass-independent frac-849

tionation (S-MIF) may ultimately directly constrain early sulfur outgassing fluxes, and850

indeed attempts to match S-MIF measurements with photochemical models hint at en-851

hanced SO2 column densities (Endo et al., 2016). However, all photochemical models852

ultimately fail to accurately reproduce the S-MIF signal to the accuracy required to in-853

fer �SO2 (Ono et al., 2003; Claire et al., 2014; Harman, Felton, et al., 2018; Endo et al.,854

2019). We advocate for detailed modeling of early Earth SO2 outgassing, as well as the855

improved laboratory measurements and photochemical modeling required to directly con-856

strain SO2 emission rates from S-MIF measurements, to constrain this key uncertainty.857

5.2 Implications for Prebiotic Chemistry and Early Habitability858

S[IV] was suppressed in prebiotic terrestrial waters by photolysis. [S[IV]]< 100 µM859

for terrestrial waters in almost all of the parameter space relevant to early Earth, and860

[S[IV]] could have been in the nM range for transparent global-mean 1-m deep ponds and861

lakes if volcanic outgassing were suppressed relative to modern ( �
�0

= 0.1). For com-862

parison, [S[IV]] used in laboratory studies of prebiotic chemistry ranges from 10 mM (Kawai863

et al., 2019; Rimmer et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2021) to 3 M (Becker et al., 2019). That these864

concentrations are unrealistically high is well-understood, and justified on the grounds865

that reaction mechanisms discovered at elevated concentrations which render their ki-866

netics accessible to laboratory study will still apply at lower, more prebiotically relevant867

concentrations. There is evidence to support this view; for example, HCN homologation868

via photoredox cycling of cyanocuprate was first demonstrated with 10 mM Cu[I] but869

also functions at 63 µM Cu[I] (Ritson & Sutherland, 2012; Todd et al., 2018), sugar se-870

questration via sulfonate formation was demonstrated at 10 mM S[IV] but is thought871

to function at micromolar S[IV] as well (Kawai et al., 2019; Benner et al., 2019), and CO2872

photoreduction by S[IV] improves in yield with 10 mM S[IV] compared to 100 mM S[IV]873

(Liu et al., 2021). However, it is also possible that there is a critical [S[IV]] below which874

a given S[IV]-dependent prebiotic chemistry will not function, just as there are critical875

UV flux levels below which UV-dependent prebiotic chemistries fail to function (Rimmer876

et al., 2018; Rimmer et al., 2021). To confirm that a S[IV]-dependent prebiotic chem-877
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istry demonstrated in the laboratory could have occurred in nature, it is necessary to878

characterize the minimum [S[IV]] required for the chemistry to function, and to compare879

this threshold [S[IV]] to the [S[IV]] available in the natural waters invoked by the pre-880

biotic chemical scenario (Benner et al., 2010, 2019; Sasselov et al., 2020; Walton et al.,881

2022). We advocate for such studies.882

While steady-state global-mean [S[IV]] was low, [S[IV]] was transiently elevated af-883

ter stochastic events like large volcanic eruptions and perhaps also after large impacts884

which generate a UV-attenuating haze layer. During major volcanic eruptions on Earth,885

�
�0

= 20 � 200 for a period of 10 � 1 years (Self et al., 2006; Halevy & Head, 2014),886

which would permit � 1µM S[IV] in shallow closed-basin lakes during the eruption (Fig-887

ure 4). Origins-of-life chemistry invoking this scenario would need to be shown to func-888

tion with transient, relatively short-lived elevated S[IV]. Similarly, early Earth is pro-889

posed to have experienced epochs with very low surface UV irradiation due to forma-890

tion of UV-attenuating atmospheric hazes in the aftermaths of large impacts (Benner891

et al., 2020; Zahnle et al., 2020; Citron & Stewart, 2022; Itcovitz et al., 2022). In the ab-892

sence of UV light, the sink on S[IV] due to photolysis would have been absent, permit-893

ting accumulation of S[IV] until limited by disproportionation, seepage, or outgassing.894

This scenario would work for prebiotic chemistry which does not require UV light (e.g.,895

Benner et al. (2019); Becker et al. (2019)). However, prebiotic chemistry that invokes896

S[IV] in conjunction with UV light would not be able to exploit this case (e.g., J. Xu et897

al. (2018); Liu et al. (2021); Green et al. (2021)).898

Steady-state S[IV] could also have been enhanced in specific geophysical contexts.899

Most obviously, [S[IV]] would have been high in hydrothermal systems such as hot springs.900

Terrestrial hot springs have been proposed as compelling venues for origins-of-life chem-901

istry, due to favorable ionic composition for lipid membrane assembly, presence of key902

reagents for prebiotic syntheses, and propensity for wet-dry cycles towards oligomeriza-903

tion and compartmentalization (Mulkidjanian et al., 2012; Rimmer & Shorttle, 2019; Damer904

& Deamer, 2020; Omran & Pasek, 2020). Such hot springs could have featured enhanced905

[S[IV]] due to continuous hydrothermal supply from below; for example, hot springs in906

Yellowstone National Park feature [S[IV]]= 0.4�5µM (Kamyshny et al., 2014). In sup-907

port of this hypothesis is phylogenetic evidence suggesting ancient sulfite reducing metabolism908

in hot spring-dwelling microbes, which implies the existence of hot springs with elevated909

sulfite concentrations early in Earth’s history (Colman et al., 2020). Hot springs would910

have been a particularly favorable environment for prebiotic chemistry which also invokes911

sulfide (e.g., J. Xu et al. (2020)), which is not generally available beyond hydrothermal912

systems (Ranjan et al., 2018). [S[IV]] is also enhanced in extremely shallow waters, due913

to a reduced column over which loss processes can operate while the atmospheric deliv-914

ery flux remains unchanged (Figure 5). Notably, waters undergoing wet-dry cycles pass915

through shallow phases during which [S[IV]] would have been enhanced; the timescale916

for a 1-cm layer of water to accumulate 1 µM of S[IV] from dry deposition under an early917

Earth atmosphere under exposure to modern Earth-like outgassing rates is 3 days. This918

means that a pond experiencing slow seasonal wet-dry cycling as invoked by some pre-919

biotic chemistries (Deamer & Damer, 2017; Pearce et al., 2017; Becker et al., 2018; Camp-920

bell et al., 2019) would inevitably have passed through S[IV]-rich phases. Finally, wa-921

ters which contain a UV-shielding compound (one which absorbs UV light at concen-922

trations accessible in natural waters on early Earth without generating S[IV]-destroying923

products) would have accumulated higher [S[IV]]. Fe2+ is a potential UV shield based924

on its broad UV absorption (Fontana et al., 2007; Ranjan, Kufner, et al., 2022), which925

inhibits S[IV] photolysis at 2 mg L�1 (36 µM) in industrial applications (Li et al., 2014).926

However, the abundance of Fe2+ in prebiotic natural waters remains unclear, with de-927

pendence on pCO2, pH2S, and assumptions regarding photoredox cycling, among other928

parameters (Braterman et al., 1983; Konhauser et al., 2017; Hao et al., 2017; Sahai et929

al., 2022). Our consideration of potential UV absorbers is by no means exhaustive; a num-930

ber of further candidates remain to be evaluated, including silicate and basaltic dust and931
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meteoritic or atmospheric organics (B. Pearce, personal communication, 2019). Finally,932

prebiotic chemistry may itself generate UV-attenuating organic surface layers (Cleaves933

& Miller, 1998; Yang et al., 2020; Todd et al., 2021). We encourage the experimental and934

modeling work required to self-consistently explore these potential UV-shielded prebi-935

otic scenarios.936

Marine S[IV] levels were even lower than terrestrial S[IV]. Global mean marine S[IV]937

could only have exceeded micromolar concentrations if volcanic outgassing were signif-938

icantly enhanced relative to modern ( �
�0

� 10), oceanic geologic parameters (especially939

pH) favorable for S[IV] accumulation, and the kinetics of prebiotic S[IV] near the inef-940

ficiency limit currently allowed by measurements (subject to the caveats in Section 5.3).941

However, most marine abiogenesis scenarios invoke specific marine sub-environments, es-942

pecially hydrothermal vents (Martin et al., 2008; Barge & Price, 2022). Submarine vol-943

canic and hydrothermal settings can feature enhanced [S[IV]] even on modern Earth (Butterfield944

et al., 2011; Peters et al., 2021), and might have furnished enhanced [S[IV]] on early Earth945

as well. Such environments are promising venues for S[IV]-dependent chemistry in ma-946

rine environments.947

Our findings imply that UV-attenuating sulfur hazes did not form on prebiotic Earth,948

because photochemical loss of S[IV] in the prebiotic oceans was su�cient to keep the oceans949

sub-saturation in S[IV] and atmospheric deposition of SO2 e�cient, despite the consid-950

erable uncertainties regarding S[IV] disproportionation kinetics (Kasting et al., 1989; Hu951

et al., 2013). This means that UV remained a dominant feature of the steady-state pre-952

biotic environment, though transient hazy epochs in the aftermath of large impacts or953

volcanic explosions may have occurred (Ranjan et al., 2018; Benner et al., 2020; Zahnle954

et al., 2020).955

5.3 Validity and E↵ect of Simplifying Assumptions956

Our modeling is steady-state, and therefore does not resolve time-dependent e↵ects957

relevant to terrestrial waters. In particular, our modeling ignores the fact that terres-958

trial waters are likely to vary in depth and therefore [S[IV]] as a function of time, e.g.959

due to seasonal variations in precipitation and evaporation rate. Time-dependent mod-960

eling (e.g., Pearce et al. (2017)) is required to resolve this e↵ect. Similarly, our model-961

ing is global-mean, and does not resolve the heterogeneity of early Earth environments.962

For example, photolysis rates will be lower in polar regions and higher in equatorial re-963

gions relative to the global-mean conditions we model here. Further, SO2 may not be964

well-mixed in early Earth’s atmosphere, but should have been more abundant near vol-965

canic SO2 source regions and less abundant far from them, proportionately a↵ecting sur-966

face deposition rates; 3D atmospheric modeling is required to capture this a↵ect (Warneck,967

n.d.; Chin et al., 2000). These limitations mean that our modeling is accurate only to968

the order-of-magnitude level, which is relevant when interpreting its results.969

In calculating wet deposition with MEAC, we have implicitly assumed raindrop pH=970

5, as on modern Earth (Giorgi & Chameides, 1985; Hu et al., 2012). However, on early971

Earth with elevated pCO2, raindrops would have been more acidic (Halevy et al., 2007;972

Sahai et al., 2022). More acidic pH would have reduced S[IV] concentrations in raindrops973

due to less favorable acid dissociation, meaning that this assumption overestimates wet974

deposition of SO2. Our conclusions are insensitive to this simplification because for the975

closed-basin waters we model here, S[IV] supply is dominated by dry deposition, not wet976

deposition. Furthermore, decreased e�ciency of wet deposition is partially compensated977

by increased e�ciency of dry deposition, since less e�cient wet deposition of atmospheric978

SO2 increases pSO2. However, raindrop pH may have more significant implications for979

open basin systems, which can be modeled as weathered rainwater (Hao et al., 2017; Sa-980

hai et al., 2022).981
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When calculating scalar irradiance in aqueous solution, we have employed formalisms982

primarily derived from marine waters. These formalisms may not be accurate for ter-983

restrial waters. In particular, for marine waters we may assume that the radiation field984

vanishes at depth, but the radiation field might not vanish at depth for terrestrial wa-985

ters. By analogy with atmospheric UV transmission (Ranjan & Sasselov, 2017), photol-986

ysis rates may be enhanced up to 4⇥ for the worst-case scenario of shallow, low-absorptivity987

waters underlain by a surface with high-UV reflectivity. However, this worst-case sce-988

nario is unlikely to be realized, because most natural surfaces, including the basalts pro-989

posed to have constituted the first land (Bada & Korenaga, 2018; Rosas & Korenaga,990

2021; Korenaga, 2021), have low reflectivity in the UV (Dollfus et al., 1980; Turner &991

Parisi, 2018), meaning that the radiation field should vanish at depth.992

The S[IV] photochemical kinetic parameters employed at this work were typically993

derived at [S[IV]] much higher than available in realistic prebiotic environments. It is994

possible that the value of some of these parameters is a function of [S[IV]]. For exam-995

ple, studies of photolysis of 2-aminooxazole and photodegradation of ferrocyanide sug-996

gest concentration-dependent e↵ective loss rates, perhaps explained by more e�cient ger-997

minate recombination (i.e. back-reactions which reform the photolyzate) at high pho-998

tolyzate concentrations (Todd et al., 2021; Todd et al., 2022). We have attempted to con-999

trol for this e↵ect by selecting terminal quantum yields when available for our model,1000

which account for prompt germinate recombination (Lian et al., 2006). Nevertheless, we1001

advocate for characterization of S[IV] photochemical kinetics at lower, more prebiotically1002

relevant [S[IV]] to confirm the validity of our approach.1003

In our calculations, we have followed our underlying sources and past work in quan-1004

tifying chemical kinetics using chemical concentrations, not activities (Zhang & Millero,1005

1991; Halevy, 2013). That is, we have implicitly assumed activity coe�cients of unity,1006

neglecting the potentially decreased reactivity of chemical species like S[IV] in solutions1007

with high ionic strength. Formally, this means that our calculations may underestimate1008

S[IV] in solutions with high ionic strength. This does not directly a↵ect our conclusions,1009

as the upper limits on [S[IV]] are set by photolysis. However, increased ionic strength1010

can suppress the e�cacy of photolysis, with SO2�
3 photolysis quantum yields decreas-1011

ing by 6-12% per 1M ionic strength (Sauer, Shkrob, et al., 2004). This means that our1012

calculation may underestimate [S[IV]] by 14% in the prebiotic ocean and  2⇥ of closed-1013

basin carbonate lakes; our conclusions are robust to uncertainties of this magnitude.1014

We have modeled the transformations of S[IV] in isolation in this work, as is com-1015

mon in assessing potential prebiotic reagents on early Earth (e.g., Harman et al. (2013);1016

Wong et al. (2017); Adams et al. (2021)). In reality, S[IV] would have existed in conjunc-1017

tion with diverse other chemical species on early Earth, and those chemical species could1018

have interacted with S[IV]. Significantly, NO�
3 was likely also atmospherically synthe-1019

sized on early Earth, and might have reacted with S[IV] (Littlejohn et al., 1986; Mancinelli1020

& McKay, 1988; Summers & Khare, 2007). This means that our calculation may omit1021

other relevant sinks of S[IV], and hence may overestimate [S[IV]]. We advocate coupled1022

modeling/laboratory simulation of the interaction of S[IV] with other prebiotic reagents1023

to remediate this caveat.1024

The quantum yield of HSO�
3 photolysis, �HSO�

3
(�) is extremely poorly constrained,1025

and may be overestimated in our model. We are aware of only one constraint on �HSO�
3
(�),1026

at 213.9 nm, and this measurement must be interpreted as an upper bound (Fischer &1027

Warneck, 1996; Sauer, Crowell, & Shkrob, 2004). We have implemented HSO�
3 photol-1028

ysis in our model under the assumption that �HSO�
3
(213.9 nm) corresponds to its up-1029

per bound, and estimated its value at other wavelengths on the basis of scaling the quan-1030

tum yield of SO�
3 photolysis. While this scaling reproduces the observation that solu-1031

tions with S[IV] primarily present as HSO�
3 photolyze less e�ciently than solutions with1032

S[IV] primarily present as SO2�
3 (Li et al., 2012, 2014; Wu et al., 2021), this is an easy1033
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constraint to satisfy and our estimate of �HSO�
3
(�) remains a major assumption with1034

minimal physical justification. In particular, our implementation leaves open the pos-1035

sibility that we are overestimating the e�ciency of �HSO�
3
(�). For example, studies of1036

the e↵ect of pH on S[IV] photolysis-driven photodegradation are able to reproduce mea-1037

surements while neglecting HSO�
3 photolysis altogether (solely considering SO2�

3 pho-1038

tolysis), even at pH regimes where HSO�
3 is dominant (Li et al., 2012, 2014). Sensitiv-1039

ity tests with �HSO�
3

= 0 indicate that we may underestimate [S[IV]] by up to a fac-1040

tor of a few at slightly acidic pH (pH= 6.25); the underestimate may be worse at more1041

acidic pH due to increased speciation as HSO�
3 , but our current modeling is not able to1042

probe this regime because we lack robust constraints on Tdisp,0 at acidic pH. We advo-1043

cate better constraints on �HSO�
3
(�) to remediate this caveat.1044

5.4 Prospects for Empirical Test1045

The calculations in this paper constitute theoretical predictions of [S[IV]] on early1046

Earth; here we consider possibilities for testing these predictions. Direct geological con-1047

straints on early [S[IV]] would be ideal, but such constraints are so far nonexistent be-1048

cause of the generally high solubility of S[IV] minerals which inhibits their preservation1049

through geological time on Earth. However, three pathways are emerging which may per-1050

mit empirical constraints on early [S[IV]]. First, phylogenetic studies have begun to elu-1051

cidate the origin of sulfur reducing metabolism, including whether it was sulfite or sul-1052

fate that was first reduced, and in which environments (Colman et al., 2020; Chernyh1053

et al., 2020). Since the existence of sulfite reduction implies the existence of sulfite, such1054

studies may eventually probe [S[IV]] in early natural waters. Second, nitrate and nitrite1055

minerals face similar preservation challenges as S[IV] minerals, but isotopic studies of1056

ancient kerogens have constrained di↵erential NO�
X abundances in marine and lacustrine1057

waters on 3.2 Ga Earth by probing for signatures of NO�
X -reducing metabolism (Homann1058

et al., 2018). If similar techniques can be developed for S[IV], they may permit similar1059

constraints on early [S[IV]] in natural waters. Finally, plate tectonics and hydrology on1060

Earth render ancient rocks rare, but these processes have been inoperative on Mars for1061

billions of years, and much of the Martian surface is ancient (Sasselov et al., 2020). Mea-1062

surements from the Curiosity rover are consistent with the presence of trace Fe sulfate1063

or Ca sulfite minerals on Mars (McAdam et al., 2014; Franz et al., 2017; Franz et al.,1064

2019). If Martian chemical analyses can be refined to discriminate between these two pro-1065

genitor possibilities, then they will enable direct tests of models like the one developed1066

in this paper, though secondary alteration processes will need to be controlled for (Marion1067

et al., 2013).1068

6 Conclusions1069

S[IV] plays key roles in proposed prebiotic chemistries and in controlling planetary1070

climate and UV irradiation. Here, we have developed a novel 0D aqueous photochem-1071

ical model calibrated with new laboratory measurements of S[IV] disproportionation ki-1072

netics and 1D atmospheric photochemical modeling to estimate [S[IV]] in marine and1073

closed-basin terrestrial waters on early Earth. We show that S[IV] disproportionation1074

was inhibited at pH> 7 (Tdisp,0 � 1 year), meaning that S[IV] was a prebiotic reagent1075

on early Earth. Nevertheless, we also show that photolysis imposed a firm upper limit1076

on [S[IV]] (< 100 µM). Marine [S[IV]] was sub-saturation with respect to atmospheric1077

SO2, meaning atmospheric deposition of SO2 was e�cient on early Earth and climate-1078

altering, UV-attenuating sulfur hazes suggested as possibilities for early Earth and sim-1079

ilar worlds did not form (Kasting et al., 1989). Terrestrial [S[IV]]� 1 µM on a steady-1080

state global-mean basis if volcanic outgassing of SO2 was enhanced relative to modern1081

( �
�0

� 20). Terrestrial [S[IV]]� 1 µM on a transient global-mean basis after major vol-1082

canic eruptions and after large, haze-generating impacts. Terrestrial [S[IV]]� 1 µM on1083

a steady-state local basis in waters proximate to SO2 supply (e.g, hydrothermal systems),1084
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in shallow waters (d < 10 cm), or in UV-opaque waters. Terrestrial [S[IV]]� 1 µM on1085

a transient local basis for waters undergoing wet-dry cycling, as has been invoked by di-1086

verse prebiotic chemistries. Our predictions may eventually be empirically tested by phy-1087

logenetic studies, terrestrial geochemical measurements, or measurements from Martian1088

rocks may directly constrain early S[IV]. We encourage such investigations.1089

Our work is a first step in understanding prebiotic [S[IV]]. The substantial uncer-1090

tainties on our estimates of prebiotic S[IV] can be reduced by an improved understand-1091

ing of S[IV] photochemical kinetics and the early geochemical environment. The main1092

planetary uncertainties are the SO2 outgassing rate (�SO2) and the absorptivity of pre-1093

biotic natural waters. Outgassing modeling and/or interpretation of the S-MIF record1094

can constrain the former; self-consistent investigation of potential UV absorbers (e.g.,1095

Fe2+) and their abundances in prebiotic natural waters can constrain the latter. For ter-1096

restrial waters, it is most important to measure �HSO�
3
(�) (� = 200�320 nm), �SO2�

3
(�)1097

for � = 254 � 280 nm, the order of S[IV] disproportionation n at standard conditions1098

and at prebiotically-relevant concentrations (< 100µM), and Tdisp,0 at standard con-1099

ditions, in that order. For marine waters, it is most important to measure n, �HSO�
3
(� =1100

200� 320 nm), �SO2�
3

(� = 254� 280 nm) and Tdisp,0 at standard conditions, in that1101

order. Finally, we advocate for experimental characterization of the sensitivity of S[IV]-1102

dependent prebiotic chemistries to [S[IV]], to confirm whether organic synthetic chem-1103

ical pathways that work under laboratory conditions ([S[IV]]� 10 mM) could also have1104

functioned in natural prebiotic environments ([S[IV]]< 100 µM). Such work is being done1105

for UV irradiation (Rimmer et al., 2018; Rimmer et al., 2021); we argue for similar work1106

for S[IV] (Benner et al., 2019).1107

7 Open Research1108

The code implementing the S[IV] aqueous box model, the UV-VIS raw data and1109

processing scripts, and the atmospheric photochemistry simulation outputs employed in1110

this work are available on GitHub (https://github.com/sukritranjan/sulfite-kinetics1111

-release). The solution-phase analytics raw data and processing is available in Sup-1112

plemental Information Data Set 1. The atmospheric photochemistry model used to gen-1113

erate the atmospheric photochemistry simulation outputs, MEAC, is not publicly avail-1114

able, but its simulation outputs used in this paper are available in the GitHub reposi-1115

tory, (https://github.com/sukritranjan/sulfite-kinetics-release), and MEAC’s1116

input files are available by request.1117
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Figure 3. (a) Top: Range of S[IV] concentrations in the prebiotic ocean as a function of vol-

canic outgassing. Uncertainty in prebiotic marine [S[IV]] is dominated by uncertainties in the

chemical parameters, with uncertainty in the geological parameters playing a secondary role.

Regardless, the oceans do not saturate in S[IV] (red dashed line). S[IV] saturation threshold

calculated assuming Henry equilibrium with the atmosphere, including the first and second dis-

sociations of SO2, and for an acidic ocean pH= 6.25 which favors saturation (Millero et al., 1989;

Burkholder et al., 2015; Ranjan et al., 2018; Krissansen-Totton et al., 2018). (b) Bottom: Major

S[IV] supply and loss processes in the prebiotic ocean. Each line represents the rate of S[IV] sup-

ply/loss as a function of [S[IV]]. pO2 adopted in estimating oxidation rate corresponds to �
�0

= 1;

pO2 decreases as �
�0

increases because of the increased reductant flux. The main chemical un-

certainty is the order of the disproportionation reaction; if disproportionation is high-order, then

sulfite disproportionation is kinetically inhibited (Kasting et al., 1989). Regardless, photolysis

imposes an upper bound on [S[IV]] that keeps the oceans sub-saturation.
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Figure 4. (a) Top: Range of S[IV] concentrations in the prebiotic ocean as a function of vol-

canic outgassing. Range of [S[IV]] is dominated by geological scenario. (b) Bottom: Major S[IV]

supply and loss processes for the geologically-favorable carbonate lake scenario from (a). Each

line represents the rate of S[IV] supply/loss as a function of [S[IV]]. pO2 adopted in estimating

oxidation rate corresponds to �
�0

= 1; pO2 decreases as �
�0

increases because of the increased

reductant flux. To illustrate the potential impact of seepage, the dotted lines show the sink due

to seepage if S = 2 m/yr, as well as the implicit enhancement in P (Equation 12) in the steady-

state lake we assume. Such high seepage rates correspond to a more porous lake bottom.
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Figure 5. [S[IV]] in lakes as a function of volcanic outgassing, for lakes of depth 1 cm, 10,

cm, and 100 cm. Shallow lakes favor S[IV] accumulation because of a shorter column for loss

processes to operate over. Scenario corresponds to a prebiotic freshwater lake with geologically

favorable parameters for S[IV] accumulation (Table 5). Spread for each scenario is due to uncer-

tainties in chemical kinetics.
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Figure 6. [S[IV]] in prebiotic carbonate lakes for geologically favorable and geologically un-

favorable scenarios for S[IV] accumulation (Table 5). The main di↵erence between the favorable

and unfavorable scenarios is the background absorptivity of the lake (a(�)), as illustrated by the

purple curve, which corresponds to the favorable scenario with the sole modification that a(�)

is taken to correspond to the low-absorptivity endmember. The purple curve is closer to the red

curve than the blue, illustrating the controlling role of a(�)) and the need to understand the UV

absorptivity of prebiotic natural waters (Ranjan, Kufner, et al., 2022). Spread for each scenario is

due to uncertainties in chemical kinetics.
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Introduction

In this Supporting Information, we give further details on our work. These details are

ancillary to the main thrust of our work, but are potentially of interest to specialists or

individuals seeking to reproduce or validate our work. Specifically, in Section S1, we give

further details of the atmospheric photochemical modeling, including species-by-species

chemical boundary conditions; in Section S2, we give further details of the experimental

study of aged S[IV] solutions, including the solution-phase sulfite electropotentiometry,

corroborative UV-VIS tracking, and information regarding failed experiments; in Sec-

tion S3, we present explicitly the details of our aqueous photochemical modeling, includ-

ing our validation of our photolysis calculation against nitrate, and graphical presentation

of key input data; in Section S4, we demonstrate that we can recover the main results

of our detailed modeling with a simplistic order-of-magnitude calculation, increasing our

confidence in the conclusions. In Data Set S1, we give the raw data from the solution-

phase analytics, and show the processing applied to it to extract the measurements shown

in Table 7 of the main text.
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S1. Further Details on Atmospheric Photochemistry Simulation

S1.1. Further Details on Methods

In Table S1, we present the simulation parameters of our photochemical model. In

Table S2, we present the detailed boundary species-by-species conditions associated with

our photochemical model.

S1.2. Further Details on Simulation Outputs

In Table S3, we present the SO2 mixing ratios and wet deposition rates predicted by our

photochemical modeling. The SO2 mixing ratios correspond to Figure 1 from the main

text.

S2. Further Details on S[IV] Lifetime Experiments

S2.1. Further Details on Sulfite Electropotentiometry

S2.1.1. E↵ect of pH

The influence of pH on the potentiometric response of the ISE sensors to sulfite anion

was studied by making calibration curves at pH values close to both neutral pH range

(6.0–9.0), acidic pH range (3.5–4.5) and alkaline pH range (12.0–13.0) by using few drops

of 6M HCl and NaOH as shown in Data Set S1. The reason behind studying the pH e↵ect

at di↵erent values is the presence of two electrically ionizable groups within the sulfite

anion structure with pKa values of 1.9 and 7.2 (Beyad et al., 2014).

For this reason, the results showed that a significant di↵erences in the corresponding

calibration Nernstian slopes in acidic rather than neutral and alkaline conditions. At

acidic conditions pH range (3.5–4.5), the sulfite anion is singly charged (monovalent ion,

HSO�
3 ) when it was sensed by the ISE, and hence a Nernstian slope of almost 47.2 ± 5
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mV/concentration decade was obtained. While at neutral conditions (at pH 7.6), the sul-

fite anion is mostly sensed as divalent ion and the corresponding Nernstian slope of about

30.0± 3.0 mV/concentration decade was obtained. At alkaline conditions (pH⇠13.0), the

sulfite anion is fully doubly charged, and therefore it was sensed as divalent ion and the

corresponding Nernstian slope of about 27.0±2.0 mV/concentration decade was obtained

in the first day of measurements. However, one of the main challenges that was practi-

cally observed when considering sulfite measurements in extremely alkaline solution is the

remarkable decrease in the slope in the following day of measurements, (especially upon

longer exposure to an alkaline solution background as a storage solution between mea-

surements), which may possibly be attributed to interference of hydroxyl group (Hutchins

et al., 1994).

S2.1.2. Dynamic Response Time

Dynamic response time is an important factor for analytical applications of ISEs. In

this study, practical response time was recorded by diluting the initial sulfite anion con-

centration (100 mM) up to 1000-fold. The required time for the sensors to reach values

within ±2 mV of the final equilibrium potential was ⇠ 40 s for the three sensors. The

time traces of the calibration curve of the sensors are presented in Data Set S1.

S2.1.3. Repeatability of the Measurements

Repeatability of the potential reading for each sensor was examined by subsequent

measurement in the range of 100 mM to 10 µM of sulfite anion solution immediately

after measuring the first set of samples. The electrode potential for three replicate mea-

surements exhibit a standard deviation of 1.31, 1.42 and 1.21, respectively. While the

corresponding values in samples solution of pH 13 showed a standard deviation of 1.59,
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1.05 and 1.85, respectively. This indicates an acceptable repeatability of the potential

response of the three proposed electrodes.

S2.1.4. Performance characteristics of the sulfite ISE

The potentiometric response characteristics of the designed sensors (n=3) were checked

by plotting the potential readings against the logarithmic concentrations as presented

in Data Set S1. Results of performance characteristics showed that the linear dynamic

range of our sulfite ISE (100 mM to 10 µM) was comparable to that of another previously

reported electrode (500 mM to 5 µM; Hutchins et al. (1994)). The response times in sam-

ples with concentration higher than 10 mM were of the order of seconds (⇠20 s), whereas

in more diluted samples the time required to reach a stable potential was considerably

longer, around 45 s for the three sensors.

The lifetime of the proposed sensors was evaluated by constructing calibration graph on

di↵erent days over a period of three weeks. The prepared ISEs exhibited life span of 14

days; during this time the slope of calibration curves remained constant with no significant

change in slopes of the calibration curves. After this period, a remarkable decrease in the

slope was practically observed which might be attributed to the ionophore leaching from

the sensing membrane as previously reported (Hutchins et al., 1994).

After 3 weeks of dry storage, the ISE is still sensitive to sulfite; it showed a close to

Nernstian response (24.4±1 mV/decade) in the linear range from 100 mM to 0.1 mM. The

improvement in the electrode lifetime may be attributed to the leaching of the ionophore

from the electrode matrix due to the lack of external storage solution and inner filling

solutions. Therefore, the potentiometric sulfite-ISEs can be stored in dry conditions for

relatively prolonged periods with no significant loss of performance characteristics.
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S2.2. Further Details of UV-VIS Tracking

Figures S3, S4, S5, and S6 present the detailed UV/VIS measurements summarized in

main text Table 6.

S2.3. Failed Experiments

We initially sought to explore a broader range of experimental conditions than discussed

in the main text. Specifically, we sought to explore acidic solutions (pH=4), as well as

solutions enriched in inorganic ions with compositions representative of carbonate lakes

(Toner & Catling, 2020). We successfully prepared these solutions and tracked them with

UV/VIS spectroscopy. However, our solution-phase analytics failed for these additional

solutions. We consequently do not report them in the main text, but for the sake of

completeness we discuss them here. We also discuss here sample #2 of the 10 mM

[S[IV]] unadjusted pH experimental condition, which we discarded because we suspected

experimentor error in its preparation or storage.

S2.3.1. Acidic S[IV] Solution

We prepared and aged solutions of 100 mM S[IV] adjusted to acidic pH=4 as the

other samples. However, we were unable to measure [S[IV]] in the aged solution via

electropotentiometry, because we were unable to construct stable calibration curves via

serial dilution. We attribute this instability to significant speciation of S[IV] as SO2 at this

pH, which then exsolves, altering [S[IV]] over time. Indeed, in attempting to calibrate the

ISE at pH=4 we observed strong sulfur smells from our calibration solutions, consistent

with exsolution. We therefore do not report results for this regime.

However, we did conduct UV/VIS tracking of these samples (Figure S7), which reveals

behaviour very di↵erent from the non-acidic samples. Specifically, the acidic samples
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are characterized by an absorbance increase with time (as opposed to decrease with the

non-acidic samples), and the rate of change of absorbance is much higher than in the

non-acidic samples. We hypothesize that these observations can be explained by dispro-

portionation. This hypothesis explains the increase in absorbance with time, because the

sulfite is turning into reduced forms of sulfur like thiosulfate or sulfide, which are more

absorptive than sulfite. This hypothesis explains the faster rate of change in the acidic

solutions relative to the non-acidic solutions, because we expect faster disproportionation

at lower pH based on the overall reaction stoichiometry (main text Equations 2-3). Faster

disproportionation at low pH was mentioned in a non-peer-reviewed LBL technical report,

which is consistent with this scenario (Searcy, 1981). These observations are suggestive

(but not definitive) that S[IV] concentrations in very acidic waters should be lower than

S[IV] concentrations in non-acidic waters due to enhanced e�ciency of disproportionation.

S2.3.2. ”Carbonate Lake” Solutions

Our experimental study focuses on S[IV] in pure water, but other solutes were likely

present in natural waters on prebiotic Earth which may have catalyzed or inhibited S[IV]

loss (Vincent et al., 2021; Walton et al., 2022; Ranjan, Kufner, et al., 2022). For example,

formaldehyde and alcohols stabilize sulfite, while ammonia and elemental sulfur catalyze

sulfite disproportionation (Karchmer, 1970; de Carvalho & Schwedt, 2000; Meyer et al.,

1979; Meyer et al., 1980b, 1980a). As a sensitivity test, we aged 100 mM sulfite in a back-

ground solution containing inorganic ions at concentrations motivated by closed-basin

carbonate lakes (Toner & Catling, 2020). We constructed two sample waters, with com-

positions approximately motivated by a closed-basin carbonate lake with 10�2 mol kg�1

P. We constructed dilute (low ionic strength) and concentrated (high ionic strength) end-
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members to approximately bracket the range of compositions expected for such a lake,

drawing primarily on Toner and Catling (2020) (especially their Figure S1), augmented

by Ranjan, Kufner, et al. (2022) (their Table 2). For the dilute and concentrated end-

members, we adjusted the solution to pHs of 9 and 7 respectively, reflecting the assumed

[HCO3] and [CO3] (Ranjan, Kufner, et al., 2022). Given the high carbonate concentra-

tion in the concentrated scenario, we omitted Mg2+ and chose a lower Ca2+, to minimize

removal of carbonate by precipitation. Tables S5 and S6 summarize our preparation of

these background waters.

As in the acidic case, our solution-phase analytics failed for the ”carbonate lake” so-

lutions. We were unable to confirm that the background ions present in the solution

did not interfere with the ISE, and therefore were unable to robustly measure [S[IV]].

Consequently, we do not report results from this sensitivity test. However, as with the

acidic case, we were able to conduct UV/VIS tracking of these samples. The UV/VIS

evolution of these 100 mM sulfite-doped ”carbonate lake” samples (Figure S8, S9) was

very similar to the UV/VIS evolution of the 100 mM sulfite-doped non-acidic pure water

samples (Figure S4, S3, S5). This leads us to speculate that the ions in this sensitivity

test did not radically accelerate or inhibit S[IV] loss.

S2.3.3. Discarded Sample

One sample (10 mM S[IV], unadjusted pH, Sample #2) showed significantly lower pH

(7.2 vs 8.3) compared to other samples in its experimental condition upon opening for

solution-phase analytics. We have no explanation for why this particular sample showed

lower pH than its peers, interpret this anomaly as evidence of experimenter error in the

preparation or storage of this sample which somehow influenced its pH, and consequently
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do not report results from this sample in the main text. However, for completeness, we

report its results here (Table S4). The lower UV/VIS absorptivity of this sample can

be attributed to its lower pH, which would lead to greater speciation of S[IV] as less-

absorptive HSO�
3 (pKa = 7 � 7.2; Millero, Hershey, Johnson, and Zhang (1989); Neta

and Huie (1985)). The Tdisp,0 inferred from this sample is Tdisp,0 = 1.3 years (electropo-

tentiometry), which remains consistent with the Tdisp,0 > 1 year reported in the main

text.

S3. Further Details of Aqueous Photochemistry Model

S3.1. Photolysis Calculation Validation With Nitrate

We validate our photolysis calculation method by using it to estimate the photoly-

sis of nitrate in modern ocean water and comparing it to the estimates of Zafiriou and

True (1979). We use nitrate absorption cross-sections from Ranjan, Kufner, et al. (2022),

nitrate photolysis quantum yields from Mack and Bolton (1999) (their Table 2), UV sur-

face flux from Ranjan and Sasselov (2017) (their modern Earth validation case), and

oceanic attenuation coe�cients from Smith and Baker (1981) (corresponding to the clear-

est modern ocean waters). We find that our method estimates a surface photolysis rate

for nitrate which fits within the range of surface photolysis rates measured by Zafiriou

and True (1979) (our estimate: 5⇥10�8 s�1, Zafiriou and True (1979): 8⇥10�9�7⇥10�8

s�1, median 2⇥ 10�8 s�1). Consistency with this measurement is an important check on

our methodology.

We compare our estimate of column-integrated photolysis rate to the simplified calcu-

lation of Zafiriou and True (1979). In estimating the column-integrated photolysis rate,

we explicitly integrate over depth and include wavelength-dependent attenuation via clear
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ocean water (Smith & Baker, 1981), while Zafiriou and True (1979) follow a simplified

procedure, assuming step-function photolysis down to the 310 nm photic depth of ocean

water. We estimate a column-integrated photolysis rate 8⇥ that of Zafiriou and True

(1979). Of this, a factor of 2⇥ is attributable to our higher surface photolysis rate com-

pared to the median; a factor of 3.0⇥ is attributable to our explicit integration over depth;

and a factor of 1.2⇥ is attributable to our consideration of wavelength-dependent atten-

uation. This calculation demonstrates the necessity of explicit integration over depth in

calculating photolysis rates.

We conclude that the validation case of nitrate photolysis in the modern ocean suggests

that our procedure is capable of estimating column-integrated photolysis rate to within

an order of magnitude but may overestimate photolysis rate by a factor of a few, possibly

due to neglect of back-reactions which reform the photolyzed substrate.

S3.2. Graphical Representations of Key Inputs.

In Section 3.4 of the main text, we described key inputs into our aqueous photochemistry

model. Here, we provide graphical representations of these inputs, for easy evaluation

by readers. Specifically, Figure S10 presents the surface UV flux at the base of the

atmosphere, from Ranjan and Sasselov (2017); it can be compared to similar1 estimates

(Cockell, 2002; Rugheimer et al., 2015). Figures S11, S12, and S13 present the high- and

low-absorbance endmembers considered for the prebiotic oceans, freshwater lakes, and

carbonate lakes, modified from Ranjan, Kufner, et al. (2022) by removing S[IV] species;

the ocean case can be compared to Anbar and Holland (1992). Figure S14 presents

�HSO�
3
(�) and �SO2�

3
(�), based on underlying data from Fischer and Warneck (1996)

and Beyad et al. (2014) and synthesized by Ranjan, Kufner, et al. (2022). Figure S15
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presents �HSO�
3
(�) and �SO2�

3
(�), estimated as described in Section 3.4.1.1, along with

the literature measurements at specific wavelengths on which the estimate is based.

S4. Simplified Order-of-Magnitude Calculation

The model calculation we have described in this paper is complex, raising the risk that

it contains an implementation error that might invalidate its results. In this section, we

carry out a simplified order-of-magnitude analytic calculation and demonstrate recovery

of our main finding that sulfite was a trace prebiotic reagent, with higher concentrations

in terrestrial waters compared to marine waters. The agreement of this highly simplified

calculation with our full model increases our confidence in our conclusions.

We seek to solve Equation 6:

Fsources,S[IV ] = Fsinks,S[IV ]

The primary fate of atmospheric SO2 is deposition back to the surface. So, we

can approximate Fsources,S[IV ] ⇡ �SO2 , taking a drainage ratio of 1. The main

sink of of aqueous S[IV] is photolysis. So we can take Fsinks,S[IV ] ⇡ Fh⌫,S[IV ] =

[S[IV ]]
R
d��S[IV ](�)�S[IV ](�)Ė(�, d). For transparent shallow terrestrial waters, we can

further simplify Fh⌫,S[IV ] ⇡ [S[IV ]] ⇥ d ⇥
R
d��S[IV ](�)�S[IV ](�)Ė(�, 0) ⇡ [S[IV ]] ⇥ d ⇥

��⇥ �S[IV ]�S[IV ]Ė(�, 0). Rearranging, for shallow terrestrial waters we have

[S[IV ]] ⇡ �SO2

d���S[IV ]�S[IV ]Ė(�, 0)

For a 1-m lake at basic pH at Earthlike outgassing, S[IV] is present as SO2�
3 , and we

can estimate by eye from Figures S10-S15 that
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[S[IV ]] ⇡ 3⇥ 109cm�2s�1

100cm⇥ 80nm⇥ 0.2⇥ 102M�1cm�1 ⇥ 1012cm�2s�1nm�1

= ⇥10�8M

which is the same order of magnitude as our detailed calculation (Figure 3, purple curve,

�
�0

= 0).

If we instead assume acidic pH, such that S[IV] is present as HSO�
3 , we instead estimate

[S[IV ]] ⇡ 3⇥ 109cm�2s�1

100cm⇥ 100nm⇥ 0.1⇥ 101M�1cm�1 ⇥ 1012cm�2s�1nm�1

= 10�7M

which recovers our finding that S[IV] can accumulate to higher concentrations when

present as HSO�
3 at lower pH, consistent with environmental chemistry studies (Li et

al., 2012).

For the ocean, assuming e�cient S[IV] chemical loss, n = 1, disproportionation domi-

nates loss, and Fsinks,S[IV ] ⇡ d⇥ [S[IV ]]T�1
disp,0. Then, we estimate

[S[IV ]] ⇡ �SO2

dT�1
disp,0

⇡ 3⇥ 109cm�2s�1

3⇥ 105cm⇥ (3⇥ 107s)�1

= 3⇥ 1011cm�3

= 10�9M

which is the same order of magnitude as our detailed calculation (Figure 2, yellow curve,

�
�0

= 0).
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If on the other hand S[IV] chemical loss is ine�cient, then photolysis dominates S[IV]

loss, as in the lake case. However, unlike the lake case, for the ocean the optically thin

assumption is not valid; at depth, every incident photon will be absorbed by either S[IV]

or seawater in proportion to their spectral absorbances. We can therefore write �SO2 ⇡

�S[IV ](��Ė(�, 0))
[S[IV ]]�S[IV ]

aocean+[S[IV ]]�S[IV ]

Solving for [S[IV]], we find

[S[IV ]] ⇡ aocean

�S[IV ](
��Ė(�,0)�S[IV ]

�SO2
� 1)

=
10�3cm�1

102M�1cm�1(80nm⇥1012cm�2s�1nm�1⇥0.2
3⇥109cm�2s�1 � 1)

= 10�8M

which is the same order of magnitude as our detailed calculation (Figure 2, green curve,

�
�0

= 0).

The above calculations are not accurate, because they consider only a few of the rele-

vant processes and because they neglect the spectral shapes of the relevant variables and

their interplay, and one should not read too much into them. However, that the general

conclusions extracted from them broadly agree with the more detailed, accurate model

strengthen our confidence in the general findings from the more accurate model.

Data Set S1. The Excel file sulfite solution phase raw processed data v5.xlsx gives the

raw data from the solution-phase analytics of the long-term S[IV] experiment, and shows

the processing applied to these data to generate the information presented in Table 6 of

the main text.
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Figure S1. Eddy di↵usion profile assumed in the photochemical calculation. Also shown for

context are modern Earth eddy di↵usion profile, and the eddy di↵usion profiles in the Hu et al.

(2012) CO2-N2 and N2-dominated benchmark scenarios.
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Figure S2. Temperature-pressure profile assumed in the photochemical calculation. Also

shown for context is the temperature-pressure profile for the Hu et al. (2012) N2-dominated

benchmark scenario.
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Figure S3. UV-VIS tracking of the 100 mM S[IV], pH0 = 7 samples. Upper left: decadic

absorbances (A) measured from the samples. The colorscale is rainbow, with more purple colors

corresponding to earlier times and more red colors corresponding to later times. The di↵erent

samples are demarcated with di↵erent linestyles, but are challenging to distinguish by eye. Error

bars are omitted for clarity. Lower left: same as upper left, but zoomed in to the wavelength

region around 260 nm, where A responds linearly to changes in concentration. Upper right:

absorbance at 260 nm specifically as a function of time for the di↵erent samples at this experi-

mental condition. In this plot, it is possible to distinguish the di↵erent samples; to facilitate this

di↵erentiation, in addition to di↵erent linestyles they are assigned di↵erent colors, which do not

correspond to the color scheme of the left column. Lower right: same as upper right, except the

absorbances are normalized to the absorbance on day 0 (showing relative change). This experi-

mental condition shows very little change over 10 months, consistent with the solution analytics.March 16, 2023, 3:30pm
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Figure S4. UV-VIS tracking of the 100 mM S[IV], pH-unadjusted samples. Upper left: decadic

absorbances (A) measured from the samples. The colorscale is rainbow, with more purple colors

corresponding to earlier times and more red colors corresponding to later times. The di↵erent

samples are demarcated with di↵erent linestyles, but are challenging to distinguish by eye. Error

bars are omitted for clarity. Lower left: same as upper left, but zoomed in to the wavelength

region around 260 nm, where A responds linearly to changes in concentration. Upper right: ab-

sorbance at 260 nm as a function of time for the di↵erent samples at this experimental condition.

In this plot, it is possible to distinguish the di↵erent samples; to facilitate this di↵erentiation, in

addition to di↵erent linestyles they are assigned di↵erent colors, which do not correspond to the

color scheme of the left column. Lower right plot: same as upper right, except the absorbances

are normalized to the absorbance on day 0 (showing relative change). This experimental condi-

tion shows very little change over 10 months, consistent with the solution analytics.March 16, 2023, 3:30pm
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Figure S5. UV-VIS tracking of the 100 mM S[IV], pH0 = 13 samples. Upper left plot: decadic

absorbances (A) measured from the samples. The colorscale is rainbow, with more purple colors

corresponding to earlier times and more red colors corresponding to later times. The di↵erent

samples are demarcated with di↵erent linestyles, but are challenging to distinguish by eye. Error

bars are omitted for clarity. Lower left: same as upper left, but zoomed in to the wavelength

region around 260 nm, where A responds linearly to changes in concentration. Upper right: ab-

sorbance at 260 nm as a function of time for the di↵erent samples at this experimental condition.

In this plot, it is possible to distinguish the di↵erent samples; to facilitate this di↵erentiation, in

addition to di↵erent linestyles they are assigned di↵erent colors, which do not correspond to the

color scheme of the left column. Lower right: same as upper right, except the absorbances are

normalized to the absorbance on day 0 (showing relative change). This experimental condition

shows very little change over 10 months, consistent with the solution analytics but inconsistent

with Guekezian et al. (1997).
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Figure S6. UV-VIS tracking of 10 mM S[IV], pH-unadjusted samples. Upper left: decadic

absorbances (A) measured from the samples. The colorscale is rainbow, with more purple colors

corresponding to earlier times and more red colors corresponding to later times. The di↵erent

samples are demarcated with di↵erent linestyles, but are challenging to distinguish by eye. Error

bars are omitted for clarity. Lower left plot: same as upper left, but zoomed in to the wavelength

region around 240 nm, where A responds linearly to changes in concentration. Upper right:

absorbance at 240 nm as a function of time for the samples at this experimental condition. In

this plot, it is possible to distinguish the di↵erent samples; to facilitate this di↵erentiation, in

addition to di↵erent linestyles they are assigned di↵erent colors, which do not correspond to the

color scheme of the left column. Lower right plot: same as upper right, except the absorbances are

normalized to the absorbance on day 0 (showing relative change). This experimental condition

shows significant change over 10 months. Samples 1, 3 and 4 are consistent with solution-phase

analytics. Sample 2 indicates an absorbance that is a factor of ⇠ 3 lower than expected based

on the solution-phase analytics. Nevertheless, the rate of change is still too slow to be consistent

with Guekezian et al. (1997).
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Figure S7. UV-VIS tracking of the 100 mM S[IV], pH0 = 4 samples. Upper left: decadic

absorbances (A) measured from the samples. The colorscale is rainbow, with more purple colors

corresponding to earlier times and more red colors corresponding to later times. The di↵erent

samples are demarcated with di↵erent linestyles, but are challenging to distinguish by eye. Error

bars are omitted for clarity. Lower left: same as upper left, but zoomed in to the wavelength

region around 295 nm, where A responds linearly to changes in concentration. Upper right:

absorbance at 295 nm specifically as a function of time for the di↵erent samples. In this plot,

it is possible to distinguish the samples; to facilitate this di↵erentiation, in addition to di↵erent

linestyles they are assigned di↵erent colors, which do not correspond to the color scheme of the

left column. Lower right plot: same as upper right, except the absorbances are normalized to the

absorbance on day 0 (showing relative change). This experimental condition shows di↵erent UV-

VIS evolution than the non-acidic conditions, with an increase in absorbance with time and more

rapid change. This di↵erent behaviour potentially aligns with reports indicating more e�cient

disproportionation at low pH (Searcy, 1981).
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Figure S8. UV-VIS tracking of the 100 mM S[IV] samples in the low-concentration carbonate

lake sensitivity test. Upper left: decadic absorbances (A) measured from the samples. The

colorscale is rainbow, with more purple colors corresponding to earlier times and more red colors

corresponding to later times. The di↵erent samples are demarcated with di↵erent linestyles, but

are challenging to distinguish by eye. Error bars are omitted for clarity. Lower left: same as

upper left, but zoomed in to the wavelength region around 260 nm, where A responds linearly

to changes in concentration. Upper right: absorbance at 260 nm specifically as a function of

time for the di↵erent samples. In this plot, it is possible to distinguish the samples; to facilitate

this di↵erentiation, in addition to di↵erent linestyles they are assigned di↵erent colors, which do

not correspond to the color scheme of the left column. Lower right plot: same as upper right,

except the absorbances are normalized to the absorbance on day 0 (showing relative change).

This experimental condition behaves similarly to the non-acidic pH pure water experimental

condition.
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Figure S9. UV-VIS tracking of the 100 mM S[IV] samples in the high-concentration carbonate

lake sensitivity test. Upper left: decadic absorbances (A) measured from the samples. The

colorscale is rainbow, with more purple colors corresponding to earlier times and more red colors

corresponding to later times. The di↵erent samples are demarcated with di↵erent linestyles, but

are challenging to distinguish by eye. Error bars are omitted for clarity. Lower left: same as

upper left, but zoomed in to the wavelength region around 255 nm, where A responds linearly

to changes in concentration. Upper right: absorbance at 255 nm specifically as a function of

time for the di↵erent samples. In this plot, it is possible to distinguish the samples; to facilitate

this di↵erentiation, in addition to di↵erent linestyles they are assigned di↵erent colors, which do

not correspond to the color scheme of the left column. Lower right plot: same as upper right,

except the absorbances are normalized to the absorbance on day 0 (showing relative change).

This experimental condition behaves similarly to the non-acidic pH pure water experimental

condition.
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Figure S10. Surface UV irradiation (base of the atmosphere, but just above the water column).

From (Ranjan & Sasselov, 2017), with atmospheric composition and conditions from Rugheimer

et al. (2015).
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Figure S11. Low- and high-absorption endmember linear decadic absorption coe�cients for

the prebiotic ocean. Modified from Ranjan, Kufner, et al. (2022), with S[IV] species removed.
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Figure S12. Low- and high-absorption endmember linear decadic absorption coe�cients

for prebiotic carbonate lakes. Modified from Ranjan, Kufner, et al. (2022), with S[IV] species

removed.
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Figure S13. Low- and high-absorption endmember linear decadic absorption coe�cients

for prebiotic carbonate lakes. Modified from Ranjan, Kufner, et al. (2022), with S[IV] species

removed.
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Figure S14. Absorption spectra of SO2�
3 and HSO�

3 , synthesized by Ranjan, Kufner, et al.

(2022) from Fischer and Warneck (1996) and Beyad et al. (2014).
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Figure S15. Prescribed S[IV] net photolysis quantum yields used in this work. The solid

lines show the prescriptions assuming �(> 254nm) = �(254nm) (Max), and the dashed lines

show the prescriptions assuming �(> 254nm) = 0 (Min), which should span the uncertainty on

�(> 254nm). The red points indicate available experimental constraints on �SO2�
3
, which we

extrapolate between to construct the prescription (Sauer et al., 2004; Lian et al., 2006; Li et al.,

2012). The cyan and pink points indicate the upper bounds on �SO2�
3
(254nm) and �HSO�

3
(214nm)

used to estimate �HSO�
3
(214nm) (black point). Overall, the quantum yields of S[IV] photolysis

and especially bisulfite photolysis are extremely poorly constrained and should be prioritized for

future study.
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Table S1. Simulation Parameters For Planetary Scenario.

Parameter Value
Reaction Network As in Ranjan, Seager, et al. (2022). Excludes C>2-chem
Stellar Irradiation 3.9 Ga Sun (Claire et al., 2012)
Semi-major axis 1 AU
Planet size 1 ML, 1 RL

Surface albedo 0.
Major atmospheric components 0.1 bar CO2, 0.9 bar N2

Surface temperature 290
Surface rH2O (lowest atmospheric bin) 0.01
Eddy Di↵usion Profile See Figure S1
Temperature-Pressure Profile See Figure S2
Vertical Resolution 0-90 km, 1.8 km steps
Rainout Earthlike; rainout turned o↵ for

H2, CO, CH4, NH3, N2, C2H2,
C2H4, C2H6, and O2 to simulate

saturated ocean on abiotic planet
Atmospheric Redox Balance Checked Yes
Global Redox Conservation Enforced No

Table S2. Detailed species-by-species boundary conditions for photochemical modeling.
Species Type1 Surface Flux2 Surface Mixing Ratio2 vdep TOA Flux3

(cm�2 s�1) (relative to CO2+N2) (cm s�1) (cm�2 s�1)

N2 C – 0.9 0 0
CO2 X – 0.1 0 0
H2O X – 0.01 0 0
NO X 3E8 – 0.02 0
CO X 3E8+4E8⇥ �

�0
– 1⇥ 10�8 0

CH4 X 3E8⇥ �
�0

– 0 0

SO2 X 3E9⇥ �
�0

– 1 0

H2S X 3E8⇥ �
�0

– 0.015 0

H2 X 5E9⇥ �
�0

– 0 Di↵usion-limited
H X 0 – 1 Di↵usion-limited
O X 0 – 1 0
O(1D) X 0 – 0 0
O2 X 0 – 0 0
O3 X 0 – 0.4 0

1‘X”: full continuity-di↵usion equation is solved for the species.“A” aerosol species; “C”: chemically inert.
2For the bottom boundary condition, either a surface flux is specified, or a surface mixing ratio.
3TOA flux refers to the magnitude of outflow at the top-of-the-atmosphere (TOA). A negative number corresponds to an inflow.
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Continuation of Table S2
Species Type1 Surface Flux2 Surface Mixing Ratio2 vdep TOA Flux3

(cm�2 s�1) (relative to CO2+N2) (cm s�1) (cm�2 s�1)
OH X 0 – 1 0
HO2 X 0 – 1 0
H2O2 X 0 – 0.5 0
CH2O X 0 – 0.1 0
CHO X 0 – 0.1 0
C X 0 – 0 0
CH X 0 – 0 0
CH2 X 0 – 0 0
1CH2 X 0 – 0 0
3CH2 X 0 – 0 0
CH3 X 0 – 0 0
CH3O X 0 – 0.1 0
CH4O X 0 – 0.1 0
CHO2 X 0 – 0.1 0
CH2O2 X 0 – 0.1 0
CH3O2 X 0 – 0 0
CH4O2 X 0 – 0.1 0
C2 X 0 – 0 0
C2H X 0 – 0 0
C2H2 X 0 – 0 0
C2H3 X 0 – 0 0
C2H4 X 0 – 0 0
C2H5 X 0 – 0 0
C2H6 X 0 – 1⇥ 10�5 0
C2HO X 0 – 0 0
C2H2O X 0 – 0.1 0
C2H3O X 0 – 0.1 0
C2H4O X 0 – 0.1 0
C2H5O X 0 – 0.1 0
S X 0 – 0 0
S2 X 0 – 0 0
S3 X 0 – 0 0
S4 X 0 – 0 0
SO X 0 – 0 0
1SO2 X 0 – 0 0
3SO2 X 0 – 0 0
HS X 0 – 0 0
HSO X 0 – 0 0
HSO2 X 0 – 0 0
HSO3 X 0 – 0.1 0
HSO4 X 0 – 1 0
H2SO4(A) A 0 – 0.2 0
S8 X 0 – 0 0
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Continuation of Table S2
Species Type1 Surface Flux2 Surface Mixing Ratio2 vdep TOA Flux3

(cm�2 s�1) (relative to CO2+N2) (cm s�1) (cm�2 s�1)
S8(A) A 0 – 0.2 0
OCS X 0 – 0.01 0
CS X 0 – 0.01 0
CH3S - 0 – 0.01 0
CH4S - 0 – 0.01 0

Table S3. Surface mixing ratio and wet deposition of SO2 as a function of volcanic emission

flux
�
�0

�SO2 rSO2(z = 0) SO2 wet deposition flux
cm�2 s�1 cm�2 s�1

0.1 3⇥ 108 7⇥ 10�12 3⇥ 107

0.3 9⇥ 108 2⇥ 10�11 9⇥ 107

1 3⇥ 109 1⇥ 10�10 4⇥ 108

3 9⇥ 109 3⇥ 10�10 2⇥ 109

10 3⇥ 1010 1⇥ 10�9 5⇥ 109

30 9⇥ 1010 3⇥ 10�9 1⇥ 1010

—————
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Table S4. Analytics of Discarded Aged S[IV] Sample

[Na2SO3]
†
0 pH†

0 Sample [SO2�
3 ]‡,af,tot [SO2�

4 ]‡,bf �m
A�m

,f
A�m,0

F

(mM) (mM) (mM) nm
10 Unadjusted 2 3.4± 0.2 5.5± 0.2 240 0.11± 0.02

†Sample preparation (10/5/2021)
‡Cuvettes opened 8/20/2022
aElectropotentiometry
bGravimetry
FUV-VIS last day 8/8/2022
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